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Form 1217
CLASS CF SERVICE DESIRED WESTERUNION
telKam
NEWCOMB CARLTON. PRESIDENT GEORGE W. E. ATKINS. pirst vice-president
HBcclver'i No.
Telegram
Day Letter
Night Message
Check
Night Letter
Matrons should mark an X oppo-
site the class of service desired;
OTHERWISE THE MESSAGE
WILL 8E TRANSMITTED AS A
FULL-RATE TELEGRAM
Time Filed
Send the following message, subject to the terms
on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to
1922 April 13 AM 8 30
A74K 18
FY Nashville Tsnn 903a 15
Miss \1 B Student ^T?»
Ward-Be Imont
Your annual ready after many difficulties overcome. We hope you
like it. Best wishes
5^^ ^W-^A? AmUal Staff ° f 1922
Roceived by Miss Swift
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2010 with funding from
Lyrasis Members and Sloan Foundation
http://www.archive.org/details/milestones1922ward
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W<e Ibimig dtss you'lli to thus
Isa gladl ^ttumiiisz
That W@ ffiEldl fth©@„
Both givissgj, gffiay b@ blessed.
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^ —Dean Mary R. Norris.
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canpc/5
Facult:y
Dr. John Diell Bla
President
Miss Lelia D. Mills
Dean of Home Department
Miss Mary Rachael Morris
Dean of Academic Department
Administration and Faculty
J. D. Blanton President
C E. Crosland Associate President
Lelia D. Mills Dean of Women
Mary R. Norris Dean of the Faculty
Mary C. Blackwell Assistant Home Department
Mrs. Elizabeth Plaskett Assistant Home Department
Mrs. Solon E. Rose .... Assistant Home Department
Mrs. Anna H. Blanton Registrar
Rev. John H. Whitson . Biblical History and Literature
Harvard School of Theology: Special Student Harvard University
Olive Carter Ross English. Art History
A. B. University o( Nashville; Graduate Student Vandcrbilt University:
A. M. Columbia University
Theodora Cooley Scruggs
.
Rebecca Baxter Gilkeson
. Sociology. Economics. Psychology
Ph. B. and A. M. University of Chicago: Craduate Student Harvard
English
lent of
Helen Fields . English
B S. Vandcrbilt University: SDeeial Student Columbia University
Ellene Ransom English
A. B. Vanderbilt University: Special Student Columbia University
Marjorie Shapard English
A. B. Vanderbilt University
Flora Josselyn Whitson English
A. B. Radcl.ffc College: Graduate Student Harvard University
Linda Rhea English. History
B. S. Vanderbilt University: A. M. Columbia University
Caroline Leavell History
B. S. Vanderbilt University: Special Student Columbia University
Martha Annette Cason
A. B. University of Chicago: A. M. Columbia Unir
Special Student Chicago University
Mary Laura Sheppe . . .
. . . Latin
Latin. History
. Mathematics
Elizabeth Brookes Mathematics
B. S. Vanderbilt University: Special Student University of Chicago.
W. H. Hollinshead Chemistry
Ph. G. and D. Sc. Vanderbilt University
Elizabeth McFadden Assistant in Chemistry
B. S. Vanderbilt University
Alma Holi.inger Biology
A. B . M. A.. University of Michigan; Student Topinabee Biological Station
and Marine Biological Station. Venice. California
Kate Bradley Beziat
Claire Bourq Bl
Clara Puryear Mims
Student Wellesley College: Foreign Study
French
Hop-
Frcnch
French
Leone Vimont French
A. B. Adelphi College: A. M. Columbia University; Graduate Student in
Romance Languages. Columbia University: Certificate of Special Studies
in French Literature and Philosophy. University of Paris
Administration and
Margaret Roberson Hollinshead
B. S. and M. A. Vanderbilt University
German
Spanish
sity
School
John Clarke Joh
A. B. University of Mississippi; Graduate Student Harvard Univ.
Anne Cavert Grc
Special Student University of Colorado and Peabody College
Pauline Sherwood Townsend
. Director School of Expression
Graduate New England Conservatory and Postgraduate Boston School of
Expression; Special Courses in New York. Chicago and Boston
Willa Middleton Expression
Graduate Boston School of Expression. Teachers' Diploma
Emma I. Sisson
. . .
Director School of Physical Education
Graduate Sargent School of Physical Education and of Gilbert Normal
School for Dancing; Student Harvard Summer School and Columbia
University; Special Student in Con
Boston.
vtherine E. Morris
lUn
: Gymnastics. Children's Hospital.
. .
Physical Training. Athlelu
Swimming.
.
Boston: Special Student ChaliU School.
Margaret Morrison
. . Assistant in Athletics and Swimming
Graduate Ward-Belmont School of Physical Education
Margaret Frierson Hall Secretary and Pianist for
Physical Education
Marcaret Kennedy Lowry Domestic Art
Special Student George Peabody College for Teachers
Sallie Beth Moore Assistant in Domestic Art
Craduate Ward-Belmont School
Alberta Cooper Domestic Science
Graduate Ward-Belmont; Special Student Columbia University
Martha Baird Assistant in Domestic Science
Graduate Ward-Belmont School
Cora Gibson Plunkett Art
Graduate of the New York School of Fine and Applied Arts
Louise Gordon Art
Graduate of the New York School of Fine and Applied Arts
Faculty—Continued
Lawrence Goodman Director of School of Pianc
Pupil of Ernest Hutcheson. Josef Lhevinne and Segismund Staiowski
student at Ferrucio Busonis Master School for Pianists, Basle. Switzer-
land; Scholarship Pupil Peabody Conservator of Musi. Baltimore Marv
land; formerly Teacher of Piano. Von Endc School "I Music New York
City
Alice Kavanaugh Leftwich p ianc
Graduate Beethoven Conservatory. St. Louis; Pupil of Arthur Foote and
B. j. Lang. Boston: Three Years in Paris with M. Moszkowski and Wager
*Eva Massey p ian0
Graduate and Post-graduate Student of New England Conservatory:
two years in Berlin with Raif and Barth; three years in Paris under Isadore
Buda Love Maxwell Piano
Graduate New England Conservatory of Music under Madame Hopekirk
and George Proctor; Pupil of Harold Bauer and Wager Swayne. Paris
Annie Phillips Ransom Piano
Student Von Ende School of Music: Pupil of Lawrence Goodman
Hazel Coate Rose Piano
Pupil of William H. Sherwood. Glenn Dillard Gunn. Victor Heinze- formerly
teacher of Piano. Cosmopolitan School of Music. Indianapolis. Ind.
Estelle Roy Schmitz Piano
N'ietze'l
f
and
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Chicago; Otto
Amelie Throne Piano
Pupil of Mary Weber Farrar. Nashville; Maurice Aronson Vienna- Tosef
Lhevinne, Berlin '
Frederick Arthur Henkel .... Pipe Organ and Piano
Graduate Metropolitan College of Music: Student of Cincinnati College of
Music; Pupil of Steinbrecher. Andre, and Sterling
Mary Venable Blythe .... Sight Playing and Piano
Diploma Montgomery Institute, now St. Mary's Hall. San Antonio- Har-
mony with Harry Redman. New England Conservatory
Gaetano Salvatore De Luca Director School of Voice
For three years pupil of Chevalier Edouardo Carrado. Famous Teacher
of Italy; for two years pupil of Chevalier Alfredo Sermiento. Caruso's
Coach; Pupil of Commendatore B. Carelli. Director Naples Conservatory
Pupil of Lombard,. Florence. Italy: Pupil of Buzz, Peccia and CarboneNew York: Pupil of Signor Baraldi. London
"On year's leave of absence
Administration and
Florence N. Boyer Voice
Student of Music in Oberlin College; Pupil of Signor Vananni. Italy: Mes-
damcs de Sales and Bossetti. Munich. Oscar Seagle and de Reszke. Paris
Elise Craz.aN! Voice
Pupil of Stockhauscn and Fraulein Una Beck in Julius Stockhausen's Ces-
angschule in Germany ; Pupil of Signor Graziam. whom she assisted in his
Berlin Studio
Helen Todd Sloan Voice
Pupil of George Deane. Boston; Isidore Braggioti. Florence. Italy; Gaetano
de Luca, Nashyille. Tenn.
Kenneth D. Rose Violin
Pupil of MrCibeny. Indianapolis; Arthur Hartmann. Paris; Ceorge Leh-
mann. Berlin Suukv. Prague, formerly teacher Metropolitan School of
Music. Indianapolis, and Concert Master of Indianapolis Symphony Or-
chestra
Edward Gould Mead Musical Sciences
A B. Harvard l_lniv;rsity: Associate of the American Guild of Organists:
Special Pupil of H Pavson Porter and C'ha-les F. Denee of the New Eng-
land Conservatory, and of Everette Truette and Ellen Beall Morey of
Boston.
KathryN Kirkham Assistant in Musical Science
Graduate of Ward-Belmont Conservatory of Music
Emma Payne Murkin Superintendent of Practice
Caroline Clements Stenography, Typewriting. Bookkeeping,
Commercial Law
Former teacher in Bowling Green Business University
Stella Scurlock Y.W.C. A. Secretary
Dorothy Wilson
(
t c f LibrariansLouise Saunders )
Faculty—Continued
M. E. Nellum-
W. B. Wricht
Edna Nellums
Mrs. Claiborne
Mary Neal
Mrs. T. H. Ga
Mr:
Mrs
Mr;
Mr:
Mr:
Mr:
Allen G. Hall
George W. Nuckol;
Charlie D. McCc
Ada Means
Solon E. Rose
Nellie B. Tarbo>
Mrs. Anna S. Br
J. W. Char
Mary Raines
e Litton
M
Auditor
Bursar
>ok Room
Chape
Mrs. Howard Robert Household Administration
Willie Harris 1
Alice Jordan )
Susan Childress Ru
Sannie Rogers
CKER|
Nurses
Carrie D. Moseley
Louise Moseley 1
Mrs. May R. Stewart (
, , .
Field Representatives
LlLLIA ToWLES
View of Park and South Fron

Walk-Way L
Main Building. Founders and Fidelity Halls



,Y. W.C. A. Cabinet
Senior Class l\-ll;
ming. Athletic Board
With her rippling
FLORINE ASHCROFT
519 Oak Avenue.
Sulphur Springs. Texas
X. L. Club—Reporter on Hyphen
i-Chief Hyphen- '"'
ood to Flo
- brains and ability.
:r "resourceful" "too.
reeled the Hyphen
cting" Fidelity Hall.
ELIZABETH BARNHART
Childress. Texas.
Twentieth Century Club: Prcsiden
the Twentieth Century Club.
In Panther, hockey or jumping.
In basket-ball or track.
Elizabeth rates with the best.
She's not like the old time girl.
For shcW the "Twentieth Centu
CHRISTINE BARNES
have her back
LOUISE BELL
X. L. Club: V. President of X. L. Club
•10-1
1 ; Present of Tennessee Club '20
President of Seniors Middle Class
•20-2I : Captam of Regulars: President
of Senior Class'21-'22
President of the Senior Class.
And a "Regular girl" on the field.
ELEANOR BEST
1678 Hampshire Street
Qu.ncv. III.
X. L. Club; Cottage Proct
Vice-President X. L. Club '22
Piquant and bobbed ha
And individu
In the
for
L. Club, offices—Vice-President of
isiana Club '21-'22; Athletic Board,
eball Manager '21; Captain Regu-
'22
y and Leola—Regular roommates.
Vou can't think of"one without both.
"Ely" just loves athletics and Billy.
Of tennis she's especially fond,
the courts you usually find her.
Ann-Pandora: Vice-President Anti-
Pan. Club '21: Secretary Kansas Club
'2I--22; Treasurer Kansas Club '2l-'22;
Member of Y. W. Cabinet '21
In the cool gray dusk by the library
shelves.
You can always find her there.
And when exams are over and grades
at tii
With a da
all he,
it you ough
of X. L. Club
ng little girl she seems to be
nd slight drawl
n*V
^L°!
Dallas. Tex
Penla Tau Club, offices
PcntaTauClub:Manag,
Athletic Board—7 1 -'22
"Leolasroom-matc 'and
She's "Ruth Bower,"
AUDREY BRIGHT
A. K. Club
Qu.et and gentle. Audrey always i
And she surely knows" what she
She's the Bright g,rl you see.
jf&te
<<t
ELIZABETH CADE
6l5(?uecn City Aye..
Tuscaloosa. Alabama
F F. Club— President of Ala. Clu
1921-22.
Another one from Alabama.
And President of that Club.
She's one of the attractive "Gumps.
A very good sport is "Cade."
And full of the "joy of life."
ft
MINNIE MAE COATS ROSEMOND COLES DORIS CONE LAURA CONNETT
TlPTONVlELE. TeNN. 132 Conradt Ave.. 3 Main St. Faucett. Mo.
-K. Club; Secretary of Athletic Kokobo, Indiana East Hampton Anti-Pandora Club—Treasurer Anti-
ociation 71 -'22 Tri-K Club- Connecticut Pandora Club—71: President Mis-
making a pie that's fit for a king.
And knocking a home run to make
Babe Ruth gasp.
Roses for Rosemond—every week, so
they say.
Ah. a romance -now who can he be?
Tri-K Club—Capt. of Regulars—'21 : .
Treas. Athletic Ass'n—'20: Vice-Pres.
Tri-K's— '2 1 ; General Manager A. A.—
souri Club -'21; Proctor Fidelity Hall—
'21; President Anti-Pandora Club—'22
"Connett" belongs with the Physica
Winnie Mae Coates you can always But alas for romance—her father's a Eds.
depend. florist. As "foreward" or "fielder" or "wing." And she's quite a Regular star.
And Fidelity votes her a "croij de la And doesn't write letters. Dos is our highest ideal. She's always very enthusiastic—
But "says it with flowers." Of a typical Regular star. And you usually find her "pro'
As the monitor fidile of the year '22. And then besides, she was voted. anything.
The most popular girl in school. But in clubs she's "anti" Pandora.
X. L. Club.
Like a light Ml
All poised
She dances he
And laurels
As official Sen
mta Tau Club; Tr<
W. C. A. Cabinel
argaret has all the
And the Seniors who wer
Shelbyville claim,
lat she can also paddle her own c
ft
MARY E. DYER
2503 Kensington Place
Nashville. Tenn.
Offices—Hyphen Reporter '21: As.
Business Manager Athletic Associati,
•21: Vice-President Athlelie Ass,,,,.,!,,
'2
I -22: President Dav Student Cou
cir2l-'22.
In hockey or swimming or baseball.
Mary ranks with the best.
In everything that Mary does.
Her" team is sure to "place"—
She's the "Regular" little Mary.
g
F. F. Club: Secretary of F. F. Club '2 I
:
President ol F. F Club '22: Chairman
ol Student Friendship Committee
One of those leaders of fifty.
She is quite efficient and "Nobie"
about it.
And she's so attractive and charming to
GWENDOLYN EDEE LOUISE ELIZABETH GALLOWAY
of Del Vers Club '21
hockey and Cwen
ch speed at Nebraska
Club '22: Sa
ubcalledthePen
of Panther hocke;
Is little Miss Mil
X. L. Club. Ge
net 71: Athlet
porter '21; CI
Club: Vice-Pr.
ll Proctor '22: Treas-
s: Y. W. C. A. Cabi-
oard '2 I: Hyphen re-
all four sides,
he's musical and w
in basketball a si
n Club and Y. W.
1*1
Y. W. C. A. Cabir
nd she's always
eyerandloyable
humor, wonder-
CLARA HADDOX AUGUSTA HAHNEWALD OPAL HALL
1026 Villa Place Rifle. Colorado Breckenridce. N
Nashville. Tenn. Augusta is tall and slim and fair. Penta Tau—
Clara is prepared, and no doubt about
that.
To make her wav with Expression.
Zealous and studious, and always
And gentle and kind and good—
lusl like heroines you read about.
She knows her lessons, tho 'tis rare.
That she has courage to speak her mind.
Opal aspires to the "Villaj
For when we asked for
She sent one labelled.
To run errands for two. she's fond of.
While "Jo" she has around her.
Do dreams very often e
Well—"Opal" means "hop
know.
If vou thought her fr.vo
You find you're mistak
For although she is so pre
She's a real think,
And stands up for w hat she thinks
M
EMMA HIBSHMAN RUTH HINES LUCILE HYNEMAN VALERIA MARY JOHNSON
65 Walnut St. Sutton. W. Va. Lexington. III. 218 N. A. St.
Milton. Penna. Twent eth Century Club: President Penta Tau Club: Ass't Editor. Arkansas City. Kan.
Ami-Pandora Club—President Eastern W. Va Club '2I-22. Hyphen '21: Editor-in-chief. Hyphen Twentieth Century Club.
Club—'2I-'22. lngyn she leads us all. '22: Critic. Penta Tau Club '2l-'22 With rows of bottles and tubes.
Emma is President of the Eastern Club. Fo she comes in the "sample size." "The food of the mind makes the man." Valeria we usually find engaged.
And is witty and wise in the Eastern Of the brand of Hmes that is very good Lucile has a job on her hands. For she takes the second year;
Of the "fifty-seven varieties". For if feeding 5000 was a miracle true. Of College "Chem" and gets by—
Although she comes from the "Keystone Wepu t her in with the best. Lucile with 600 has plenty to do.
To provide a good fare in the Hyphen.
Chemically speaking- she must be O. K
Don't get her mixed with the com-
For Emma is "classical" on the Senior
MARY KENNEDY
41 North Bellevue
Memphis. Tenn.
Twentieth Century Club: First Vice-
President of Council 71 i President of
Council '22
Mary. Mary, how docs your Council go.
With its Tuesday at 5:00 and
And the
nber the Wash-
LYDA KENNEY
2-407 Doniphan Ave.,
St. Joseph. Mo.
Osiron Club—Editor in Chief Mile
stones '22: Hyphen staff 71; Cener,
Proctor 71: Secretary of Osiron 7
Lyda Kennev pure gold.
Guaranteed by all who know her.
To stand the acid test of talent.
If you do like our Annual.
Just doff your hat to Lyda.
Osiron Club: Vice President Ohio Club
2I-22: President Osiron Club 2I-22
Mid calls the meetings to order.
She's President of Osiron:
Del Vers Club—
*»
Safc»«*^:^ i^f^fei-^rfsse
Elizabeth expresses hers
In melodrama traged
And she's quite a Shake!
WILMA LYON
3106 Highland Ave
ron Club—
V
.ss
,
2l-'22; Pr<
-'22: Reporter
X. L. Club—Tr<
ident Louisiana Club Hyphen Staff '2 \-12. Pr.
Osiron Club—Se, of Ohio Club-
Ohio, the "buck-i
SIBYL MAR1CLE
208 4th Street
Crandfield. Oku.
Agora Club; Ass't Art Editor. Annual
21-22
There's an Oriental charm in her black
For this book owes much ti
Our Ass't. Editor.
But her heart's in Oklaho
Osiron Club; Tr. of Osiron Club
An Osiron maid lr„m Alaba
With a Southern wav al
And the charming name ol
EDNA MASON
2105 18th Ave.. South
Nashville. Tenn.
nces - Academic reporter; Hyphen. '22
Ina is one of those girls from town.
With a wit and a will and a way.
She makes the
SARAH MORGAN
507 Broad Street
La Crance. Ca.
Twentieth Century Club; President of
Ceorgia Club '21; Proctor of Founder's
Hall '22
She brings to mind rose leaves and
lavender.
And the days of the old South gone
by.
For she's gentle and beautiful
With a low. soft voice.
And she makes a wonderful May queen.
gorier - —
—
CAROLIA/tJ
ALEX MORRISON EMMA NORTON
1 1 Brunei Street
Waycross, Ga.
1513 Walnut Street
ViCKSBURG. Miss.
rri-K Club: Treasurer of Tri-K.'20-'2I :
Honor Committee '20-'2l; President
f student body '2I-22: Honorary
nember of student council '22: Presi-
ent of Georgia Club 22: Manager of
3asket-ball '22 (Athletic Board)
Twentieth Century Club:
Mississippi Club '2i-'22
•'Norton. Emma—Genl. and
That's the way she's poste
list.
\t counciling Alex was always a dear.
Or at anything else that she did.
he made a perfect "George.- as you
know.
And we understnd that George
iVas first in the hearts of everyone.
But we think it should have
And it really would be fitt
To say "Polly—Gener'lv Exp
ELIZABETH M. PARSONS AMELIE E. PRESCOTT
( ,:,[.. al Hotel
I Te:
Johnson City. Tenn.
Penta Tau Club—Treasurer c
nessee Club—"21-22": Club R
for Hyphen—"21-22"
"Chic" is the word that describes h.
Lib fi
For she
In
illy.
h*GZ*m£?9**K*dlti
LILLIAN RMi >DI s
Twentieth Centur
dent of T. C.i Vic
Club. 2 1-22.
Club—Vice-Pr<
-President of lo
-he I,.,- to I.,-.
Tri-K. Club: C!
Program Commit
Proctor '21: 1st
Student Council "
'Amerryheartworkethl
So Happy's the Coun
And strangely to say,
ee '20-"2 1 : Chapel
Vice-President of
MATTIE ELISE ROW
Rosedale. La.
ventieth Century Club
all., lakes a practical view, so
In household arts she shines.
:or when roses and candy contii
Its the safest thing to be learn
the family you kno
HARRIET E. SEACLE MARGARET SCRUGGS DEBORAH S1LBER
4701 Tenn. Ave.. Bbewton. Ala. .'.'OH ll.imson Street
Chattanooga. Tenn. F. F. Club— Davenport. Iowa
F. F. Club—Vice-President of Tenn. A girl de la mode is Margaret Scruggs.
And she's in for anything.
A. K. Club
Club '20-'2l; President of Tenn. Club An all round girl is Deborah.
'2
1 ; Treasurer of F. F. Club '2 1 ; Presi- She loves to go to dance—just play: She's an expert at divi
dent of F. F. Club '22. She never lacks her pep.
One of the friendliest ones of the •fifty'' And she's one of the "Gumps" from Is brilliant in class.
With her attractive charming way. Alabama. Has a date every week.
Harriet is a "representative girl." And is always a good sport
And she's president of her club. "Deb."
The "star" of F. F.
F. F. Club; Ala Club reporter '20-'2l;
F. F. Sargcant-at-arms '20-'21 ; reporter
of F. F. Club '21; Secretary Ala Club
'2l-'22; Sargeant-at-arms of Senior
Class '22
You just can't help loving Sarah.
With her sympathy; friendliness
32
Dl.r
A. K.Club—
;
— 1919. Sec rei
Hyphen reporter— I 920
A.'K. Club— 1921-1922.
Cath,
Okla
With a .parkling I
to be Pk
ung lady i
m
\ k
Me
,
Wl!
X. L.: Y. W. C. A. cabinet '2l--22:
Vice-President Wis Club '21: Proctor
of Pembroke 21 ; Treasurer of Student
Council '22
'Oh Ey'lyn"— but that song won't
.HM'K
SUSIE SPRAGINS
Huntsville. Ala.
Ant.-Pandora Club: Trcas Alaban
Slate Club '20-'2l: Treasurer Studei
Council '21; Secretary Student Count
'22: Y. W. C. A. Cabinet' 21-22
"Respectfully submitted—Susie Spr
Tha
8
t''s*th'e way we see it on reporl
"Suzanne Spragins
CATHERINE THOMPSON
511 Washington St.
Paxton, Illinois
Anti-Pandora Club: Vice-President of
Anti-Pandora Club-'20-'2 1 . President
of Anti-Pandora Club-1921. Treasurer
of Athletic Association- 1 92 1. Proctor
An hermo
She se
And shea
Cottag
She puts v
1922.
irita of Spain.
,ith her flashing dark
in all that she doe:
AGNES TRAMEL
Sulphur Springs, Texas
, Club—Treasurer of Senior
she alone holds the key.
Of the Senie
And its money
Osiron Club
Almost every
Our Fay t
When she sa 3
With a vi
f4
ELIZABETH WALTON VAUGHT RUTH WALLACE
714 Bullock Place. 1314 St. Charles St.
Lexington. Kv. Birmingham. Ala.
F. F. Club, Reporter of the Ky. Club A. PC. Club. Proctor of Founders '21
1921-22. With the procting of Founders Hal
Elizabeth is one of the "brand new" Our Ruth had plenty to do;
members. But the training she had in the studio
For she just came to us this year. Was a help, for then you see.
To join the Senior ranks. She could "express" herself with ease
Her spirit make, her one of us.
In the Class of twenty-two.
Treasurer of Sophomore Class ' 19;
President Dav Student Council '20-'2l
Vice-President Day Student Counci
'2l-'22: Assistant Business Manage
t Lindsley Warden
ILAH WATSON
617 Orange Street
Applies to llah all right
.r not only does she cool
And all the household I
ROBERTA WIKLE
Roberta is one of out
With freedom to c
She's gifted with brail
Maybe because of
LOUISE WILDER
1123 Calder Ave.
Beaumont. Texas.
Tri-K. Club; Treasurer of Tri-K. Club
With her flaxen hair and sky-blu
And she's always h
1 think we kn,,>
There's a wedding
'".T3t£S,r
MARION E. WILLIAMS DORCAS HELENA WILLYARD
Bushneli. III. Otto. Ind.
Tri-K. Club Agora Club
Each school has its own Individ
On Marion, we find W. B's..
She's its product for sure.
For she's been here si* years.
And she's charming and graceful a
jal
nd
There's a serenity about her.
That even breakfast bells can'
ruffle:
A kindness and justice
That make her always trusted.
And we know that Dorcas is true blue
vWA *
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Special Certificate

The Senior-Middle Truth Party
Dorothy Smallwood
CORALIE KeSSLER
Margaret Malone
Elizabeth Shepard
Emily Schenck
. .
President
•President
•President
Treasurer
Secretary
Allen. France
Alschuler. Co
Anderson. Lyc
Arends. Maur
Bacon, Blais
Baker. Evei
all We Could Want a Big Sister to 1
5he Must be an Awful "Bookworr
.
What C
'Popular Pro
Bandy. Vera Lee
Barnum, Martha
Barton. Ruth
Bell. Florence
in't get B in. No
One Can!
Name hard to beat
Her Imagination Turns Toward Social
Functions
. . She Must Keep a Queer Memory Book
. We'll Say She Can Look into the Future
"Betty" Suits Our Little Elizabeth Much
Better, nuf sed
!
We Wonder. Will "He" Bring Home the Bacon]-
Her Suite-Mates Think Well of Her and
that's Some Compliment
Bennet. An
Bish. Berni
Blair. Pauline
Brockhausen. Ma
Hi. vn. Gladys
Bryan, Margaret
Bullard. Mildred
Cain. Catherine
CaLLAGHaN. LlLLIAf
Campbell. Blanch*
Campbell
Camwell, Margari
Capel. Catherine
Chenault. Jeanne
Cogdal. Frances
Comer. Elizabeth
. . We Can Sympathize With General
Monitors. Martha
.... A Girl Whom Everyone Loves
She is Going to Take Interior Decoration
Next Year—We Wonder Why?
She's Just Plain Sweet
Long. Lankv. and Lean, in Swimming She's
a Scream!
.... Everyone Wants to Know Her
. . Kewpie!—That Girl Gets too Many
Specials for Anv Soul
!
Silence in a Woman? -We Haven't Noticed
it Here
"Ignorance is Bliss"
Here Comes a Lot of Noise
. . Pamts Well in More Ways Than One
Clever. You'll Admit
"For Better or for Worse"
. . In Many Ways She is as Interested
in W-Pasin W-B
. . A Friend in Need is a Friend Indeed
. Personality Counts and She's 100'
,
> Faithful to Everything and Everyone
Still Water runs Deepest. You Know
Ladies, like Ghosts. Never Speak Until
Sh
Conley. Frances
Craig, Jessie May
Cox. Sara
Crawford. Sue
Dickey. Athl
Dixon. Hazel
Dougherty. I*
Eme
Eni:
dn. Ludi:
LIN. ISAB
.. Louise
Evans. Rondeau
Farlin. Thelma
Feland. Catheru
Fisher. Marguer
Fitzsimmons. Leni
Fitzell. Doris
Fleming. Jane .
Flemister, Charl
Foster. Eunice
Foul
. . Of all Men. the Inner Man is the Most
Important—eh?
. . . Divinely tall, and most Divinely Fair
Inowledge is Power; how Strong She Must be
. . The Virtues of "Our" Sister in Chicago
1 a "th" to Her Name and You will Learn Her
Character
She sees Her Duty and does it
She Knows Something Nice about Germany
ne Brains and Good Humor
. . . Beware of that Innocent Expression
"Oswald" to Perfection
. . . Charming Personality -ask Anyone
. .
She has a Way With Her that Always
Wins Friends
All Work and no Play
A True Friend
Dignified—but a World of Fun
Another Star from the Lone Star State
Individual Charm
My Brother
A Good All Round Girl
Fran
Gab
Gay
in. Jr.
.
Jose
Paul
tte Eat and Grow Thin
If Dates no Longer Existed
And She Knits, and Knits, and—
Giggles are Healthy
L Minnie's Kid Sister
E Bubbling Over With Pep
.
As Sweet and Good-hearted as They Make 'em.
Nannie She Dances Like a Man
Gelder. Dorothy Daddy's Pride and Jov
Godfrey. Harriet Miss Gilkeson's Assistant
Goode. Marian Dignity is Her Greatest Virtue
Graves. Virginia Her Aim in Life is a W. J. G. Degree
Green. Vashti Ask E. S. About Her
Grulke, Sarah She Keeps the Infirmary Busy
Hamilton. Gwendolyn .... Eat. Drink, and be Merry, for
Tomorrow We May Die
Hargus. Alice A Lover of Work
Harris. Louise A Craze for Canines
Hayden. Mary Bring Your Voice Down to Earth
Hicks. Dorothy . . . With Vandy Men She is "tres popularie"
Hill. Eugenia . . "I am a Close Relative of Empress Eugenie"
Hobbie. Catherine "A Queen There Was"
Hockenberger, Tora " English is Her Hobby
Holbrook, Marcella . . They Called Her Jill. I Wonder Whv
Hopkins. Rachel Little in Bodv but not in Mind
Houser. Elizabeth Sweet Sixteen?
Houser. Ramon* ... No One Could Have a Better Disposition
Hughes. Vorhis
.
. . An A I Combination of Beautv and Brains
Hunt, Maurine A Little too Old Fashioned for 1922
Jacobs. Bernita Grand Opera is Her Aim
Jasper. Elizabeth She'll be a Good Cook Somedau
Jeter. Sarah Clayton , Can She Dance? Ask C. K. E. S.. or J. W.
Jones. Cecile Oh. How She can Faint. (At Midnight i
Kendall. Ruth Mrs. Whitson's Pet
Kerley. Virginia Wit is the Light of Her Existence
Kerr, Ida Mae Among the "Physical eds" She Shines
Kessler. Coralie "Oh, I'm Simply Furious!!"
Killingworth, Elva Oh, Her Beautiful Eyes
King. Mildred Beware. Young Man, Beware
Kinzel. Mildred . . She Believes in Thousand Island Clothes—
Awfully Good Dressing
Kleveland. Frances "Oh. I Wish I Could Dance"
Kohrs. Helen . .
.
She is a Kicker in Every Sense of the Word
Kroenert. Louise . . . She Considers Shyness the Best Policy
Lamar, Ruth At English She's a "Shark!"
Landauer. Caroline Pep is Her Middle Name
Lawrence, Edna . . . She Looks Upon Indifference as a Talent
Leffingwell, Mary Elizabeth
. . And She Laughs Her Way
Through Life
Ligon. Mary Laugh and the World Laughs With You !
Lloyd, Gladys She has a Skeleton in Her Closet
Long. Maude It's all in Her Name
McElhinney. Alice . . Unlike the Weather, She Never Changes
McKeever, Mary
.
. And Everywhere that Mary Went. Dolores
Went also
McKinne. Dorcas .
.
. Speech, is Silver, but Silence is Golden
McKinsey, Julia To Know Her is to Love Her
McKnight. Jean Heather and the Highlands
Malone, Margaret Shades of St. Patrick
Martin. Leota
. .
What Does that "Headlight" Mean. Leota?
Meintz, Esther ». . p. ,, c ,
Meintz Eugenia Mints, Double Strength
Miller.' Alice Those Eyes of Irish Blue!
Monie. Louise ... Another of Our Physicaled Members
Montgomery. Mildred "Short and Sweet"
Morrow, Grace Still Water Runs Deep
Morton, Katherine She has Brains and Ability
Muesse. Mary Eyelashes, Did You Say?
Norwood. Tula Sweetness Personified
Norvell. Nell
. Does Your "Horse-shoe" Bring You Good Luck?
Nottingham. Edna . . Miss Scurlock says You can Train a Smile
in Twelve Years
Parker. Mozelle
. . . Following in Sister's Footsteps, eh.
Geraldine?
Parrent, Marie It Always Pays to be Happy
Paul, Elizabeth . The Name that's Ever Present on the Honor Roll
Pearson, Dolores
. And She Finished High School in 77iree Years!
Perry. Mildred She Came "out" of Virginia
Pennybacker. Lucy . . Oh. She Hails From Oklahoma. Girls.
She's Wild. She's Wooly. She's Rough!
Pew. Vivian
. .
A Typical Boarding School Girl. Pretty. Peppv.
and a Peck of Fun
Phillips. Margaret . . Shall 1 go on or Have I said Enough?
(A Happy Accident l
Pittillo. Mabel A Disposition as Sunny as Her Hair
Pou. Loulie Ask Her About Woody-Crest
Pregler. Marie .... How Sweet and Fair She Seems to be
Price. Margaret And She Gets A in Chemistry
Randolph. May Proper Practical and Precise
Rench. Eleanor .... Sweet and Lovable -that's Eleanor
Richey. Alma Short and Sweet
Robinson. June A Good Sport Always
Roof. Joe S Much may be said on Both Sides
Schenck. Emily . . . Why Should the Devil Have all the Fun?
Shurman, Hortense "Oh My Sweet Hortense"
Selig. Rose Quiet but Effective
Shell. Katherine A Regular "Cut-up"
Shepard. Elizabeth . . There's no Living With or Without Her
Siefort. Esther Ambition Did You Say?
Skinner, Dorothy "Miss Skinner"
Smallwood. Dorothy
. . 'Tis Virtue Indeed that Leads this
Class of Ours
Smith. Helen A Sun-flower From Kansas
Sparks. Mabel .... Golden Voice. Golden Hair. Golden Girl
Sternberg. Glenn . . Oh How I Hate to Get Up in the Morning
Stone. Jewel .... A Diminutive, volcanic Mathematician
Sullivan. Mary Eleanor . . We Wonder How She Got by in
Chemistry
Summer. Olive "The Rape of the Lock." (of Her Hair
Tatum, Margaret Good Line in Classes
Thacher. Rebecca Eves the Windows of One's Soul
Tomlin. Helen "A Born Comedian"
Townsend, Roberta When Spit-curls Cease!
Wallace. Helen "Have You Got Your English?"
Wardlaw, Margaret The "Hiopolite" Queen
Weinbrenner. Julia "Puss-in-Boots"
Wellington, Beryl . . Irresistible as Well as Incomparable
Westmoreland. Pauline
. . She has One of Those Living
Wilder. Martha . She is the One With the Orange Ratinee Dress
Williams. Helen Winsome. Petite and From Illinois
Williamson. Martha .... A Big Peach in a Tall Basket!
Willis, Juanita . . She has a Wonderful Disposition and Auburn
Hair!
W.lmarth, Jean . . If We all had Pep Like Jean. Wouldn't
this be a Good Old World
Woodbury. Elizabeth
. She has a Soft. Soothing. Lyric Spirit
Wooldridge. Pauline She has Characteristics all Her Own
Wooley, Louise ... Our Little Wooly Lamb from Indiana
Woodward. Pauline A Live Wire
Young. Maryanne As Steady as Clock Work
Yow. Elizabeth Which Yow are You, Betty?


Frances Thurte
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Dorothy Posey
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Marion Rodger
ell . . An Appealing Mixture of Sweetened
Dignity Topped With Golden Hair
* . . Charming Quietness. Fresh from Kansas,
with a Surprising Taste of Mischeviousness
I . . An Original and Most Attractive Com-
bination from Atlantic City. Guaranteed
to Charm the Taste
I lb. of Calm Sweetness, that Strongly Hints
of Ability
I . . Take Some Striking Clothes on a Dark-
haired Girl
. , A Measure of Ability. Garnished With
Good Nature
ens
. . The Combination Makes you Think of
The Georgia you Read About
Quiet Dignity and Keen Sense of Humor in
Right Proportions
i
.
. Something. Not only for Holidays, but
Every Day
A Well Time Tried Combination Which Never Fails
ck
. . Take a Good Slice of Friendliness and
Spread Well with Humor
rrett
.
. A Small but Most Attractive Mixture
:n Large Bowl of Good Sport Moistened well
with Pep
. . 3 Spoonfuls of Meekness Molded in Thin Lines
\er I Cup of "Why Worry" Poured Over 2
Cups of Questions Beaten with Arguments
. . Heaping Cup of Good Disposition Sprinkled
with Charm
. . . 2 Cups of Expression Slightlv Moistened
with Indiffe
lds . . I lb. of daintv Qualities Beaten w
Lots of Pep and Sm
:s . . Nice Dish of Intelligence Sprinkled w
Meekn
'The College Special
Cook Book"
22
Edna Popenhag
Dorothy Posey
Brice Ellison
Leila Thompson
Lenore Cornwell
iniaSe
President
President
I 'ice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Heaping Cup of Conscienciousness added to Hard
boiled Ability
.
. Well rounded Cup of Beauty Left to Swim
for Half an Hour
Dorothy Show . Self Satisfaction Baked well in a Middy Blouse
A Good Hearted Nature Boiled well with Vim
Virginia Sledge
Betty Hume .
Elizabeth Moore
Louise Morowitz
Daisy Fomby
Katherine Moori
Helen Foste
Edith Moris
Ellen J. Fra
Ruby Muir
Claire Muri
Sara Murry
Barbara My
Mildred
Minnie I
Lind
Smiles and Dimples Beaten up with Fun
100'; Pure and Wholesome
For Those who Desire the Best in Sweets
Everyone Smiles When Served to "Louise"
.
Charm and Talent Creamed Together
They all Cry for "Moore"
Add a Pinch of "Pepper" to a cup of Sugar
and You Have Mabel
rriendliness Mixed well with an Ability to Dance
. Garnishing with Parsley Does not Add to
this Delectable Dish
.... Sugar and Spice and Everything Nice
/ery Lover of Fine Cooking Should be In-
terested in "Ruby"
.
. Frying Does not Improve Her. Best
served as she is
Try this Recipe -Make Your Acquaintance
with Sara and the Result is Wonderful
A Pleasing Mixture of Sweetness and Charm
ED Norman Serve without Garnishing
I Lee McDaniel . . Nice to Serve on Any Occassion
McElbrath A most Choice Morsel
Bessie Marks Adds a Most Desirable Flavor
Margaret Matthiew . . There's Nothing Like a Candied Peach
Meta Maurer .... Permanent Wave -Receipt Unknown
Vera Melsheimer . Journalism and a Dash of Clever Poetry
Mary Minteer . . A Delectable Addition to any "Men-u"
Edith Mobly She's of Just the Right Consistency
Dorothy Cast Blend Well a Bewitching Smile and Shiny
Marcelled Hair
Lelia Gee . . A Combination of Brown Eyes. Mischief and Pep
Ruth Gildemeister . . . Put Together Well -Wisdom and Pep
Dorothy Goelits . . Mold Together a Pleasing Amount of
Modesty and Quietness
Marion Greer Attractiveness Combined with Skill
Mary K. Greenlaw . . A Mixture of Joyness and Humor Added
to 'Dates"
Mildred Graves . . Loyalty Added to Modesty and Persistence
Helen Guinn Dignity Garnished with a Happy Smile
Elizabeth Henderson . . Mix Well together Attractiveness and
Sweetness
Charline Hinkle . A Combination of Talent. Ambition and Fun
Katheryn Hitch . Add to her Musical Ability A Sunny Disposition
Lucile Horn . . Dignity and Refinement Seasoned with Zest
Maggie Horkan , Sunny Disposition Served with Georgia Brogue
Barbara Hoge . . Mix well Laughing Eyes, a Congenial Smile
and an Ability to Dance
MarjorieKlever . Brown Eyes. Hair. May be a "Brunette Angel"
Marie Lapham Pink Cheeks and a Pretty Figure
Sara Louise Klein . . Snapping Black Eyes and a Pleasant
Smile—Beat Well
Virginia Lee A Cup of Carolina Sunshine Sprinkled over
with Pep
Marion Lowenstein . . Plenty of Politeness Salted with Talent
Martha Lucas . . Take Full Measure of Black Curls and Add
Good Nature to Serve Taste
Dorothy McComb . A Mass of Beauty Livened By Long
Distance Calls
Elizabeth Horn . . Take I Tablespoon of Shortness, an Over-
flow of Permanent Curls and A Good Pinch
of Good Nature
Eran Izard . . Adorableness Imported Straight from Alabama
—Seasoned with a Smile
Myra Johnson . . Mix Love in Generous Proportions—Result
A Loved One
Allie Belle Huber . . . Well Balanced with Pleasure and Wit
Katherine Irwin . . Good Looks and Style Mixed in Equal Parts
Dorothy Jones . . A Firm Foundation of Calm Baked in with
Stateliness
Sue Joy . . Mix Together a Good Brain and a Good Nature
—Don't Stir
Isabel Ker . . A Wee Bit of Cleverness Mixed with Pittsburgh
Helen Kitchener . . Sweetness Enough to Encourage a Pound
of "Dates"
Stella Key . . An Ocean of Golden Waves. Blue Eyes and a
Dash of Personality
Nancy Arnold Sweetness in a Full Measure
Pina Akin . For W. B. Breipe. Flavor with School Spirit and Less
Interest a la home
Aubrey Appelt . . A Combination Composed of Good Sports-
manship and a Gift of Friendship
Marie Arenovitch . . . Stir up Some Dates. Dancing, and Pep
Lillie Mae Bailey Pranks, Personality and Pep
Hermine Baldridge ... A Heaping Spoon of Cheer Sprinkled
with Talent
Louella Barnhill . . A Dash of Red Pepper Adds Sf ice to
W. B. Life
Willa Barr . A Full Cup of Good Nature Make a Whole
Receipt
Capitola Bassett . . If Fairness is Measured. A Good Monitor
will Result. This has been Tested
Blossom Bath . . Take Vivaciousness in equal proportions with
Fluent Talk
Anna Myra Bennett . . A Texas Sweet. Always ready to Serve
Lois Boone . Glazed with Demureness. with a Filling of
Originality and Cleverness
Jeanette Beaton . . A Determined Slice of Cynicism and a
Decision
Evelyn Bowman . . A Little Bit of Sweetness Made in a Charm-
ing Way
Fay Boyd . . . Refinement. A Charming Manner and Curls
Florence Bradley . . Add Brilliancy. Flavor with good Nature
and Powder with Sweetness
Frances Bradley . . A Measure of Shortening. Good Disposi-
tion. Generosity and Pepper
Lilly Ballard . . Here are Some Different Ideas Served with
Beauty and Frankness
Lenore Cornwell Mix Wonderful Voice with a Charming Per-
sonality. Sift Three Times
Mary Edwards . . Add Equal Parts of Wit and Sweetnes
Edna Duncan . . A slip of Vogue and a Heap of Expression
Lois Dorouch . . "Lois Delight"— 5 Pillows Mixed with a
Comforter
Brice Ellison . . A Cup of Charm with Ability. Mixed and
Stirred Gently
Sarah Engle Pep and Loquaciousness A Plenty
Virginia Evans . . Sift Conscientiousness into Sweetness and
Beat Very Stiff
Sarah Fineberg . A Dish Most Tastefully Combined to Please
Josephine Cundey . . A Tendency For Tennis Plus Lots of
Good Times
Demerle Fitch Voice (Full Receipt)
Rachel V. Hopkins 2 T. of Dash. 5 Cups of Hidden Dare.
Mixed Thoroughly
Bessie Conn . . Measure Well the Talk Then Stir Briskly
Frances Small A Pleasing Dish of Good Ingredients
Helen Straub . . . A Pleasing Mixture of Charm and Sagacious-
ness that Smacks of New York
Marion Tanksley . . A Good Measure of Friendliness with a
Sweet Taste
Laura Dean Thomas . . From Oklahoma -What More Could
You Want
Josephine Wili is . . A Bowl of Good Disposition Sprinkled
With Mischievousness
Marion Webber . . A Most Attractive Salad of Humor. Ability.
Seasoned with Pep
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Ceraldine Be
Lucile Bell
Mildred Blac
Edna Cantreli
Margaret Cha
Shelby Chadnv
Elizabeth Col
Eleanor Louis
Dorothy Daili
Maxine Day
Lucile Be
Mildred I
.
. Did You Ever Hear Her Play A Saxa-
phone? •NuffSaid!
. For being a wonderful Junior Middle President
J
. . The Most Conscientious Cirl In
School
W
Being a Good S.
For 1
[. Overflowing
th wit and pep
For Being Strong in Will and
Earnest in Endeavor
For Attempting Anything and Accomplish-
ing it Always
nine Edition of Barney
Oldfield
of the Famous Twins
Cook .
.
For "Knowledge is Her Arm. Truth
is Her Guide"
. Blase in Man
For Her Appear
but Staunch in Opinions
Brains and Personality
Fame and Fortune Contest
WHY OUR JUNIOR MIDDLES ARE FAMOUS)
OFFICERS
President
kburn Secretary
bber Treasurer
Ernestine Dortch
. . Her Disposition— Beyond Comparison
Helen Fletcher For Her Ability as a Pianist
May Giddens . . For Always Saying the Right thing at the
Right Time
Antoinette Goddard . . For Having So Many Things to be
Famous For
Mildred Goetz
. . For Getting Her Belt Nearer Her Knees
Than Anybody Here
OllieGreggs
. . Fortunate for Getting Those "AV in English!
Louise Handley For her Dainty Little Mouth
Ruth Hardy . . Fortunate in Being From Milwaukee and
Famous for Being So Jolly
Evelyn Haston
. . Sincere, Willing, and Attractive—Famous
and Fortunate in All Three
Helen Holmes
. .
She Could Well Pose for "A Skin You Love
to Touch"
Autumn Hurley .... Her Love Affairs—To Hear Her Tell it
Ophelia Jakes For Toiling in Silence
Mary Jewell Ability and Willingness to Serve
Kirsch . Famous as an Artist—A Musician of
Colors
Carolyn Laslie For her "Breezy" ways
Zelma Lee A Famous Oklahoma Product
Margaret Lightfoot "Her Word's as Good as Gold"
Hortense Reynolds .... For Her Flapperish Ways
Anne Richardson For Being Modestly Demure
Dorothy Richardson . . For Looking Like All of Us Would
Like to Look
Gene Ross . . Fortunate in Still Being Able to Buy "Bandoline"
Louise Sain For "Her Face With Flowers Overspread
Soft Smiles by Human Kindness Bred"
For Being "Seen But Not Heard"
Somers . . Fortunate for Being One of The Most
Attractive and Well-Liked Girls in W. B.
Katherine Urschel . . For Her Ability and Popularity
Pauline Vaughn She's a Shark in Chem!
Willa Mai Waid For Her Hair—and Curls
Margaret Wakeman . . Famous and Fortunate for Those
Two Traits -Prudence and Self Control
Grace Warren For Her Innocent Look
Margaret Webber She Cannot be Beat in Playing the
Part of a Shiek
Doris Wheeler For Being Small but Capable
^Uk noi>&
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Junior Ghost Club Meeting
'ANSWER TRUTHFULLY"
Lillian Fowler
Ruth Joy
Peggy Ka
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Bennie Ruth Al Do you i l Marinello c
Garden Li
Mary
Dorothy Atwood Has Your Heart ever Troubled You?
Nell Atwood Do you like Pets, especially Cats?
Helen Campbell Hows Mart. Ca
Camilla Catlin Is Your Smile Per:
Jane Carlinc What's Your Waist Measure?
Martha Coleman Who Taught You to Blow a Bugle?
Louise Cook When are You Starting Your Book on Mythology?
Mildred Cowden . Did You ever Hear of "Azurea" or "Cotey "?
Margaret Davis
Eppie Edsall
Elmar Foster
Lillian Fowler
Cecile Grieves
Mason Graves
Lyda Hackett
Do You Approve of Tattle-Tales?
What is the Age Limit for Baby Talk?
Why Did You Stop Boarding?
How's Your Family, Dizzy?
Why Don't You Start Buying Bandoline
by the Gross?
Why Did Mrs. Davis Separate You and Wop?
Does Beta Still Thrill You?
Joselyn Hamberger . What Relation are You to The Originator?
Anita Horne Are You a Tenderfoot?
Margaret Hunt Will All Your Mail Pass Censor?
Ruth Joy Do You "Say It With Flowers"?
Peggy Kahn
. . .
Can You Conjugate an Hawaiian Verb?
Virginia Kling . Have You Ever Had Brain Fever?
Julia Kramer Do You Wear "Shur-Ons"?
Dorothy Le Master How's Miss Rucker Today?
Mary Elizabeth Leonard . . . What Per-centage Girl are You?
Virginia Matthews Does Ben Use "Mascaro"?
Marion Mulholland Why Bob Your Hair?
Darothy Norman Is Anyone Dependent On You?
Mary North Still Kidding Miss Ransom?
Amelia Oberdorfer Was Washington Really Born in Virginia?
Mary Overton Have You a Carrying Voice?
Stanley Pendleton . . How Many Propositions Have You?
Charlotte Kathryn Carter . Did You Say Fifth Period History?
MEMBERS—Continued
Kathryn Pound
Henrietta Prewitt
Beverly Prince
Van Meter Proctor
Christine Provine
Louise Robinson
Polly Sheffer . .
Kathryn Sloan . .
Louise Sconce . .
Ruth Smith . . .
Virginia Sue Sugg
. .
Do Sixteen Ounces Make a Pound
Did You Say You Lived In Kentucky
. . Did They Name You from a Novel
Are You still Arguing with Miss Scurlock
When do You Take Miss Thark's Place
Did You ever Hear of Eugene Christiansen?
. How Many Problems have You Today
Does Your Father Make Liniment
Is Your Kodak Always on Duty, or is i
Somebody Else's
How goes the Undi
Mary Belle Sullivan
Marian Sullivan . .
Elizabeth Thompson
Mildred Timberlake
. How Many Sisters have You in School?
. Have You Recovered for Good?
. . . .
What's Your Doll's Name?
Is the Color Real?
the Next Preside
Eleci
Natalie Wallace Do You Like Peanuts?
Helen Wambaugh . . . How are the Gold Fish, Shorty?
Pearl Wheeler Are All Your Hours Quiet?
Helen Wikle . . Did You Ever Try Coming Down to Earth?
Elizabeth Williams Is it Permanent or Real?
Elizabeth White
. .
Do You Believe in Knitting During Study
Hour?
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HAVING successfully completed thej[first
year of our conquest, getting the lay of the
land, we entered upon the second year, which
time having been appointed as the time of our
invasion, we set out on September 21st. The
command of our legion was intrusted to M.
Dickinson, a most worthy Tribune, with V.
Lancaster, C. B. Mitchener, Quaestor, and M.
Ellington, milites levis armaturae, and Miss
Helen Fields—Caesar having encouraged and
mapped out our plan of attack.
We found there was but one way, augustam
et rectam, by which to overcome our adversaries.
We struggled over the mountain altissimus of
Algebra and a few of our number were nearly
lost in the river English but were soon recovered.
It was necessary for our number to be divided in
many places, some going through the long
Historical defile and others having skirmishes
with the Latin tribe. C. B. Mitchener was
appointed legatus to the most ferocious tribes on
account of her great diplomacy.
In castra much prowess was displayed and
strength shown. Legati Tolertons known to our
number as "The Bikes" excelled in strength on
land and in the water. While F. J. Phelps
charmed many idle hours away with music and
dance.
His rebus gestis we came upon our first great
battle in November when it was necessary to
overcome the cruel and relentless tribe of Exams
but on account of the faithfulness and valor of
our men, we were victorious, capturing and
carrying off the valuable statue of "Minerva."
One especially proved herself in this battle,
H. Wheeler who quickly and completely subdued
many single-handed and carried off their rich
armour of As.
Soon after this M. Scott, one of our number,
was elected as one ex exercitu toto to sit upon the
great Council. Throughout our first active
campaign our men have proven themselves and
we can say,
"We came—we saw—we conquered."
Sophomore Class, 1921-1922
OFFICERS
>N President
inia Lancaster Vice-President
Clotilda Mitchener Secretary and Treasurer
Martha Ellington ... Scrgt.-Al-Arms
Adams. Florence
Austin, Mildred
Bear. Elise
Boyer, Emmeline
Bradford. Sara
Bragassa. Mary Ellen
Brown. Lynette
Calhoun. Blanche
Cathcart. Josephine
Coker. Annie Mary
Dickinson. Martha
Dutton, Genevieve
Ellington, Martha
Fraiser. Martha
Gilbert. Mary Louise
Godshall. Edith
Graves. Jennie Zoe
Graves. Mason
Hudson. Annie Mary
Hunsaker, Helen
Hunt. Mi:
Jackson, Elizabeth Kent
Jobson. Sara
Kawin. Marion
Kerr, Janet
KlLLEBREW. KaTHERINE
Lancaster. Virginia
Lightfoot. Roberta
Luck, Susan
McGill, Mary
Mattingly. Evelyn
Miner. Ethel
Mitchener, Clotilda
Moore. Mary McEwen
Morelli. Whitfield
Northern. Mary Carolin
Parrish. Minna Moore
Parsons. Elizabeth C.
Pearson. Helen Lucille
Pope. Marion
Pratt. Telside
Priester, Elise
Prewitt, Evelyn C.
Scott. Mary Louise
Shillinglaw. Roberta
Siler. Irma
Stokes. Elsie
Sudekum. Elizabeth
Tandy, Charlotte
Thompson, Con
Tolerton. Adeline
Tolerton. Alice
Wagner. Dorothy
Wheeler. Helen
White. Kathryn
White, Mary Elizabeth
Wilson. Mary E.
Wolf. Ethel
Wylie. Julia
Yeazel. Lucile
Yow, Marguerite
Zorn, Marie
Bandy. Katherine

The Freshman Ballet
presents
"The Fairy Doll"
With Apologies to Mlle. Anna Pavlowa
Ballet Master Mme. Hollinshead
An eloquent shopkeeper Mlle. Mary Spieroff
His zealous assistants Mile. Eloise Suttona. Virginia Mooreova. Frances Nea'ika. Elizabeth Finneykoff
PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS
Loquacious buyers Mmes. Melissa Mathewsky. Sarah Mintenoff. Catherine Whitee. Monterey Hurdova. Dorothy Wadeski
Their wistful little daughters Miles. Josephine Warren. Rebecca Portree, Frances Hasselle
DOLLS
The Fairy Doll Mile. Mary Dudley Dakski
A Baby Doll Mile. Tina Mae Hawesova
Major Drummers Miles. Sue McQuiddeykak. Ida Mitchellina
Hand Painted Dolls Miles. Catherine Elizabeth Jacksonvitch. Anne Lucy Whiteski. Mary Elizabeth Warrenna, Corinne Bandi
A Wax Doll Mile. Virginia Jonewski
Jack-in-the-box Mile. Evelyn Fairchildella
DOLLS Continued
Books
Teddy Bears
Pierro and Pierrette
Riddles
German Fraulein
Mile. Martha Clementina
Miles. Catherine Hala. Helen Thcmaskia. Polly Baird.va
Miles. Margaret Cobb. Stella Mae Hawkinson
Helen Huddlestcmne
Miles. Eloise Eakini. Ida Calhoun. Caroline Luski
Mile. Mary Maigaiet Hanudsa
Mile. Anne Leslie Nicholo ff
Mile. Vasso Pan
Mile. Alice Wccderini
Mile. Maude Alexanderra
Mile. Jane Gait
Mile. Jacqueline Rieke
.
.
Mile. Fannie Julia Fhelpski
A Rag Doll
A Sevores Doll
Jumping Jack
A Mechanical Toy
, of Fairy Tales Miles.
Catherine Allen. Isabel Eucknenna. Lcuise McAllisterass
Miles. Deris Dorter., Mai£«rite Fuller, Me. tie Kcclcr.r.e.
Elcise Fflasler
Miles. Margaret L. Mccie. J«n McCcje
Miles. Willa Sc.uggs. Mary Elizabeth Dczier
Viola Sudekumkoff


Prep Special Class
OFFICERS
: Banghart
Jane Hamburger Secretory
Edith Burchell Treasurer
Banghart. Josephii-
Barnes. Dorothea
Beaty. Sarah
Brown. Lorene
Buford, Eddie Lou
Bunn. Lucile
Burchell. Edith
Catlin, Camilla
Chandler. Julia
Clark. Margaret
Courtney. Sara Cl
Davis. Virginia
Dent. Hilda
Downing. Isabel
MEMBERS
Fil son, Mary
Fr>,sier, Alice
Coi1LE. Mazie
Hai.l. Martha
Ha...burger. Jane
Ha-rfERSLOUGH. DOR]
Hai*ris. Helen
Hei«jsley. Lucile
Hiniton. Crawford
HUDDLESTON. FRANC
Hurd, Monterey
Kaiiser. Ruby
Keiup. Isabel
LeI.man, Dorothy
Lewis, Sue
Lowe. Virginia
McCuan. Eleanor
Macana. Lydia
Mann. Elizabeth
Parker. Virginia
Pearlman. Jeannette
Richart. Florence
Thiele. Jane
Wade. Lucile
Wainwright. Hortens.
Woodruff, Elesa
Wooten, Ruby
Walker, Martha
Prep Specials
Prepspecialville is our abode
Our rule is "Specialize
Until your talents grow so great
Some of us spend hours of practice
In a room—yes. all alone;
For the thing we're striving after
Is to reach the music throne.
And some will be great, great archi
And plan your "comfy nest"
When after traveling through the w
You wish some place to rest.
Still others will teach art in schools
Or maybe playground work;
At least you very plainly see
Our dutv we'll not not shirk.
Oth. ;rs take up many arts.
Please to bear this fact in mi.
Above "Costumns Designed."
Each who studies household arts
Will be a charming bride
And for good management will be
Well known—yes. far and wi
Yes. we are only "special preps"
But listen to our tale:
He never have and never will
In undertakings fail.
,.
. .
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NAMES OF INTERMEDIATES
Louise Allison
Mattie L. Bolton
Helen Dickinson
Alva Haley
Esther Halstead
Mercer Ja
Martha Lambeth
Katherine Laurei
Argie S. Neil
Mary OBryan
Polly Orr
Frances Russell
Pauline Simon
Blanche Smith
Martha Spears
Mary Stice
Lucy Dell Wade
Augusta Wherr-
Anna White
Peggy Alexander
Windel Johnson
Ethel Hawkinson
Laura McAlister
Frances Saunders
JOSEPHINE ADAMS
If she greets you with a smile, that's Josephine, sure Jo has 3r perhaps -in ide: and if you've ever heard Joseph ne read and
found out the secret: "The way to have a friend is to be one:" and ell that suspic ous lump in your throat that inevitably nes as she
although she's back with us this year just as a day pupil, she has come -nakes her char icters so appealingly alive with all their blcs. you
back to find a whole host of girls who know and love "Jo." She is ealize it's tha t very understanding sympathy whi h wins her
usually to be found at the table just outside Miss Townsend's studio. .launch friends and makes Josephine "par excellent" i nh
ANNA MAE McCLAIN
If she's playing on the pipes. "Gloria," that':
with "When Morning Gilds the Skies" starting our
Mae in a white middy blouse, sitting at the organ. ;
fact this versatile post-grad of ours has a way that r
a cabinet meeting to getting her piano certificate this
ma Mae. You simply can't think of Chapel
oil right, without having a picture of Anna
when you say Y. W.. she's in on that too; in
everything she does, from calling
Moreover, she knows more about thes
English D than we dream of. for she is \
assistant; and that "humph" from Miss Rose
to us has no doubtful meaning for her. she ha
C plu
ut with it all, she's not a bit post-grad-ish and Anna Ma
able sense of humor is always a sparking and saving grace.
HELEN STONE
As a chaperone she's in demand, and that's Helen Stone,
young for a Faculty member, not dressed like a W. B. girl, we :
down town with a group of black hats and navy suits, and we v
—then it dawns upon us; she's one of those lucky post-grads.
Helen came back for more Marches! and Co
ask Signor if she's not doing Arias now. She really has a lovely
voice, and yet—can't you imagine her humming softly in an adorable
kitchenette, preparing tea for two instead of singing "Lucrezia
Borgia" at the Metropolitan ? Cnly. time will tell, but I've he?.rd
"He's" from New York.
FRANKIE McKINNEY
If she's with a Physical Ed. that's Frankie McK. Always calm and com posed, little and dainty, and with that piquant
little t.lt of her nose. Frankie is truly vwinsome. We first remsmber her this year, when we couldn't resist joining the Y. W.
because she'd asked us. and since then we think of her in connection with third f oor Pembroke and all the good times it has.
Why did Frankie come back as a post-grad? To continue her study of pianc under Miss Maxwell, you'd think; but no. not
entirely that—they say she came back to take care of Doris, and we hate to say it. but she fell down on her job there; she let Doris
take scarlet fever just before the hockey c lampionship game, and had to have her Christmas in the hospital
Perhaps it's too much to expect, to h ape that Frankie will be with us again next year, but we'll surely miss her for we all agree
that she's "simply precious.
LEONA MORRIS RUTH WURTZBAUGH
If she's carefree all the while, that's Ruth is one of the best of them all.
Leona, I know.
y"til^^
and really has so many good points in
In for everything, the very semblance her favor, it's hard to find a beginning.
of pep. Leona leads third floor Founders
^SSSSfr
^ First and foremost. Ruth is a musician.
a chase. And happy—did you ever see and is triumphantly bearing a certificate
Leona when she wasn't; even after a tiff
^aM^^S in piano back to Louisiana with her inwith Student Council? June. Then she has a personality thatWfj^BSKSXBm ^2 you simply can't resist,—sweet, lovable,
She's always in demand at a dance
%firr^\^ m l and. having the "gift o'gab." she's inter-for. so they say. she's "a perfectly mar- ^ esting to the last word.
velous leader." and nine times out of ten
you'll see her gaily swinging one of the
; iJ One of those happy combinations oftwo "Mids" or Andy around. both beauty and brains, we are sure RuthThe fine art of cooking is her specialty
bad cooks than any other one reason."
is going to be a success in anything she
undertakes. We're glad Ruth loved us
enough to return the third year, but we
do wish we could entice her to come back
we predict the happiest of futures for
Leona
again.
pcpaBKoencs
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Costumes Made by Students of Domestic Af
Mrs. Margaret Kennedav Lowf
Miss Sallie Beth Moore
Director Domestic Art Department
Assistant
Expression Department
Presentation of
Miss Pauline Sherwood Townsend Miss Willa Middleton
From "She Stoops to Conq
The Awkward Lov
Given by Senior Expression Class in 1921
Home Economics Department
Music Department
Studio of Signor De Luca
Directors of War
Mr. Lawrence Goodman Director of Plane
Signor Saetano De Luca Director of Voici
Mr. Edward Gould Mead
Studio of Mr. Goodman
elmont School of Music
Mr. Kenneth Rose Director of Violi.
Mr. Frederick Arthur Henkel Director of Orgai
. .
. Director of Musical Science
Art Department
MM. PW
REFRESHING
Done by Art Cla
Mrs. Cora Gibson Plunkett. Dii Miss Louise Gordon, Assistant
Interiors De second Year Class in Art De

WHY NOT (A
YOUR OWN HO.
.
Poster and Costume Designing by The Art Cl
Craft Work Done in Art Studio
Costume Designing by The Art Cla
Physical Education Department
Miss Emma I. Sisson, Director
Miss Catherine E. Morrison, Physical Training, Athletics, Swimming
Miss Margaret Morrison, Assistant
Mrs. Margaret Hall, Pianist
Physical Education Diplomas
Louise Bell
Doris Cone Laura Connett
Mary Dyer

Indian Club Drill
Junior and Senior Physical Eds.
Top— Pregler. Gabriel, Thompson. Bell. Kohrs. McElwrath. McKnight Middle—Roof. Shepard. Parker. Connect, Cone. Dyer
Bottom—Westmoreland, Kerr. Barnhill, Kendall, Lawrence, Jeter
"'
'
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Elizabeth Cade
ALABAMA
President
Sarah Jetee Vic e President
Eran Izard
-im. stwwwm* m gap
Mabel Br
Mildred I
Miss Lea\
President
Secretary and Treasurer
.Sponsor
Sara Morgan
Athelene Dickey
Josephine Bangha
Miss Mills . .
President
.
. Vice President
Secretary and 7Y«
Spo
W *
ILLINOIS
President
s Kicc President
Lvnette Brown Secretary
Goddard Treasurer
MissSisson Sponsor
INDIANA
Louise Wooley Frtsder t
Louise Eckert K/ce President
Dorothy Posey Secretary
Pauline Woodward
. Treasurer
Miss Kirkham Sponsor
/ /f± IOWA
Florence Bradley President
Lillian Rhodes Vice President
J Lelah Bruckshaw Sezrclary and Treasurer
WBS, Mrs. Whitson Sponsor
KANSAS
Helen Smith President »
Elizabeth Blakeslee Secretary and Treasurer ~j[ \^% ^^Mk ~~^~~~fa£^?y "iSL^t
£ , KENTUCKY
f Catherine Siler President
%f JCT^itf^. Evelyn Prewitt Vice PresidentM UB '|BE Frances Waller Secretary and Treasurer
1 C ^* ^\ 7*tf ^Mf£ Linda McElwrath Sergeant at Arms
W1 »A*IW I \ t Mrs. McComb Sponsor
LOUISIANA
Wilma Lyon President Kt^TMLjg- I .& \ * *J
Leola Blackman Vice President l^f'^wi '•
Leota Martin Secretary and Treasurer & gl^frf "~V- , J f
Miss Moore Sponsor ijtll i '• i ! 'ill Mil l»fi f "J inM il
MICHIGAN
,1*7 jfcgi *}* jEAN McNicht /WJenf
JrSyjJJyBff^* -> ] Helen Campbell Vice President
MISSISSIPPI
Emma Norton President £^& -JIml.
Lel.aGee
.
.
Vice President
-H^**-V W ( 1
h.loaDent &*, w rMsuro
Tl'lFl I'TiflP*T
MissTownsend Sponso} MMlUUnAalJUkiUii
MISSOURI
Coralie Kessler President
Virginia Evans ^/cfi President
Edna Lawrence Secretary
Mildred Goetz Treasurer
Miss Middleton Sponsor
Lenoa Morris
Mildred Selman
Marian Mulhollanc
Miss Boyer
President
! President
Secretary
Sponsor
OKLAHOMA
Maxine Day President
Helen Wallace Vice President
Elizabeth Horn Secretary and Treasurer
Miss Blackwell Sponsor
h
TENNESSEE
Harriet Seagle President
Catherine Herbert : Vice President
Glynden Seagle Secretary
Elizabeth Parsons Treasurer
Miss Nellums Sponsor
TEXAS
.
* .
Elva Killingsworth President
Edna Duncan Vice President
Eddie Lou Buford Secretary and Treasurer
Miss Blythf. - Sponsor E^S^
Mrfrf
VIRGINIA
Kicc President
Secretary
Sponsor
WEST VIRGINIA
Ruth Hines President
Thelma Hardaman Vice Presinent
Lois Boone Secretary and Treasurer
Miss Moore Sponsor | iii
i£ Lak
WISCONSIN
Julia Weinbrenner President
Evelyn Smith Vice President
Mildred Kinzel Secretary
Ruth Hardy Treasurer
Miss Hollinger Sponsor
EASTERN CLUB
Emma Hibshman President if i /)1 fJflA ^J
Leah Chase
^ AgfffwB" I J^ I
Doris Cone Secretary JjkjBUA ULMM
BettyHume
' R '-; : EaHn
Miss Rhea Sponso, I^WMMMTBlfnllMJWiW
WESTERN CLUB
Dorris Fitzel President
. j , v ;
Lelia 1 hompson Vice President
J&jt j, .jrfj^ ^P Dorothy ( / Secretary and Treasurer
—
jl.
- Mdlle. Schoeni Sponsor
Nashville Club
idams, Florence
Adams. Josephine
Alexander, Le
Allen. Hele
Ka
Aust
Polly
dy. Cathe
1NDY. VER Lee
Buckner, Isabel
Cain, Annie Louise
Calhoun. Ida
Chadwick. Margaret
Chadwick, Shelby
Clark. Margaret
Clement. Martha
Cobb. Margaret
Coker. Annie Mai
Coles. Elizabeth
Coles. Martha
Cook. Eleanor Louise
Cook. Mary Baxter
Cooke, Billy
Cooke. Louise
Cowden. Mildred
Crapster. Mary
Dake. Mar'
Depp. Nell
Dickinson. Ma
donell. theo
Dozier. Mary Elizabeth
Di Mar-,
Eakin. Eloise
English. Sara
Ewing Susan
Farrar. Martha
Finney. Elizabeth
Fite. Ann
Fleming. Jane Lloyd
Foster. Elinor
Gannaway. Elizabeth
Gilbert. Mary Louise
Goding. Ruth
Godshall. Edith
Graves. Jennie Zoe
Green. Marion
DAY STUDENTS WHO ARE DOING ACADEMIC WORK.
Grizzard. Frances
Haddox. Clara
Hahnewald. Augusta
Hale, Catherine
Hardeman. Virginia
Haston, Evelyn
Hawes. Mai
Hawkinson, Stella
Herbert. Frances
HOLLINSHEAD. HARRIET
Hooten. Martha
Horne. Anita
Howse. Elizabeth
Howse, Helen
Hudson, Annie Mary
Hurd. Monterey
Jackson. Elizabetf
Joy. Ruth
Joy, Sue
Kerr, Janet
KlLLIBREW. KATHERIN
Leonard. Mary El
Liggett. Elizabeth
Lightfoot. Margaret
Lightfoot. Roberta
Ligon. Mary
Lowe, Virginia
Luck Susan
Lusk. Carolyn
Malone, Margaret
Mason. Edna
MATTINGLY. EvELY f
Matthews. Melissa
McAlister. Louise
McCoy. Jean
McGill, Mary
McQuiddy. Sue
Minton. Sara
Mitchell, Ida
Monin, Louise
Moore. Ma
M<> Vn
Morelli. Whitfield
Morison, Edith
Neil. Frances
Nichol. Ann Leslie
Norman. Do
Northe
Ove
Parrent. Marie
Pope, Marian Lewise
Porter. Rebecca
Pound. Katherine
Proctor, Van Meter
Provine. Christine
Price. Mary Terecia
Pflasterer, Elsie
Ray, Hazel
Racland. Mary Lawrence
Robinson. Claribel
Sain. Louise
Salter. Helen
Scruggs. Willa
Senn. Dorothea
Sheffer. Polly
Sherrill. Villa
Skinner. Dorothy
Sloan, Katherine
Speier, Mary
Stokes. Elsie
Stokes. Frances
Sutton. Eloise
Tandy'. Charlotte
Tanksley, Marian
Thomas, Helen
Thompson. Con
Timberlake. Mildred
Wade Dorothy
Waid. Willie Mai
Wakeman. Margaret
Warden. Margaret Lindsley
Warren. Laura
Warren. Josephine
Warren. Mary Elizabeth
White. Ann Lucy
White. Katherine
Wikle. Helen
\Vi; Robe
Williams, Eli;
Wilson. Mary Elizabetf
Woolridge. Harriet
Wylie. Julia
Vaughan. Pauline
Nashville Club
fi
Nashville Club


A:gora Club
OFFICERS
Miss Thach Sponsor
Katharine Urschel President
Mary Louise Scott Vice-President
Chariine Henkle Secretary
Marion Mulholland Treasurer
Antoinette Goddard Ser°'t-at-Arms
MEMBERS' HONORS
Procter of Heron— 1921—
Proctor of North and South Front— 1922-
Secretary Senior Class
Secretary of Y. W. C. A.
Manager Athletic Board— 1921 —
Manager Swimming
Art Editor Milestone
Asst. Art Editor of Milestone
Second Vice-President Council— 1922—
President Iowa Club
Vice-President Kentucky Club
Secretary Ohio Club
Treasurer Ohio Club
Treasurer Illinois Club
Secretary Indiana Club
Reporter for Milestone
Hyphen Reporter
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Anti-Pandora Club
OFFICERS
Fall
Katherine Thompson—'21 President
Betty Blakesly— '21 Vice-President
Lucile Bell^'21 Secretary
JaneGalt— 21 Treasurer
Laura Connett—'22 President
Leota Martin— '22 Vice-President
Florence Steele— '22 Secretary
Velma Spangler—'22 Trt
MEMBERS' HONORS
President of Kentucky CI jb Secretary Western Club
Secretary Louisiana Club Treasurer Western Club
Secretary Louisiana Club President Easter Club
President Y. W. C. A. Sponsor Kansas Club
President Western Club Secretary Kentucky Club
Secretary Kansas Club Treasurer Kentucky Club
Treasurer Kansas Club Secretary Student Council— '22
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet Men- ber-' 2 1 Treasurer Student Council— '2 1
Treasurer Athletic Associa tion Proctor of Cottages— '22
Proctor of Fidelity
—
'21 Junior-Middle Class President
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet Merr ber Treasurer College Special Class
Anti-Pandora Club
Anti-Pandora Clue
Anti-Pandora Cl
A. K. Club
OFFICERS
Mrs. Whitson Sponsor
Catherine Smith President
Autumn Hurley Vice-President
Alice McElhenny Secretary
Zelma Lee Treasurer
Helen Wambough Sergt.-At-Arms
MEMBERS' HONORS
President of Arkansas Club Treasurer of Eastern Club
Vice-President of Junior Middle Class Second Vice-President Student Council
Secretary and Treasurer of Virginia Club Vice-President Prep Special Class
Proctor of Founders President of Junior Class
Treasurer of Prep Special Class



We Del Vers dig for all kno^n
lycasurcb,
Ano-udcc-ge ,-po-uier and The
PLcGsurcs.
Del Ver Club
OFFICERS
Miss Hollinger Sponsor
Elizabeth Poul President
Isabel Enderlin Vice President
Mildred Hunt Treasurer
Lynette Brown Secretary
Louise Handley Sgt. at Arms
Lenon Fitzsimmons Hyphen Reporter
MEMBERS' HONORS
Secretary of Illinois Club
Treasurer of Freshman Clas
Treasurer of Virginia Club
President of Ohio Club
President of Nebraska Club
Treasurer of Nebraska Club
Treasurer of Junior Middle Cla
Secretary of Nebraska Club
Del Ver Club
Del Ver Club

F. F. Club
OFFICERS
Sponsor
Miss Sheppe President
Nobe Edgar '21 • President
Harriet Seacle '22 Secretary
Amelie Prescott Treasurer
Harriet Seagle 21 . Treasurer
Glvnden Seagle 22
. Sergt.-At-Arms
Claire Murphree
MEMBERS' HONORS
r, -j ,,,,, nk Member of Y. W. C. A. CabinetPresident of Alabama Club _, ,
„. , „ i r-l k Secretary of Tennessee ClubTreasurer of Alabama Club ' , ,. , ,-,
' "
., ,r , r,„ K Secretary of Alabama ClubV ce-President of Eastern Club J _. ,
,
Reporter for Kentucky Club
Reporter for Louisiana Club
*"
H
,
, r c <~1 „ Athletic ReporterSergeant-At-Arms of Senior Class
President of Tennessee Club
s&<
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osiron Club
OFFICERS
Miss Middleton Sponsor
Mildred Lehman President
Edna Lawrence Vice-President
Lyda Kenney—'21 Secretary
Dorothy Cast— '22 Secretary
Caroline Martin Treasurer
MEMBERS' HONORS
Editor of Milestones
Proctor of Pembroke—'22
President of Missouri Club
Pres. of College Special Class— '2
President Louisiana Club
President of Illinois Club— '22
Secretary of Prep Special Class
Vice-President of Alabama Club
Vice-President Senior'JVliddle CI*
Manager of Swimming
Manager of Bicycle Club
Vice-President Senior Class
Manager of Tennis
Secretary of Senior Middle Class
Vice-President of Illinois Club
Secretary of Y. W. C. A.
Reporter for Milestones
Vice-President of Mich. Club— '22
Secretary of Senior Middle Class-
Business Manager of Milestones
General Proctor— '2 1
President of Indiana Club
I Ass't. Editor of Hyphen—'22
Vice-President of Y. W. C. A— '2
Treasurer of Missouri Club— '21
Manager of Archery
Reporter for Hyphen— '21
is Member of Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Secretary of Missouri Club
Vice-President of Ohio Club
Reporter for Hyphen— '21
President of Illinois Club—'21
Sergeant-at-Arms of Illinois Club
Manager of Gym Meet
Treasurer of Prep Special Class
Treasurer of Missouri Club—'22
Athletic Reporter— '21
STIIt
Osiron Club
Osiron Club
F=> EZ r9-TT- "W "c P?T CJli
Penta Tail Club
Miss Scurlock .*.... Sponsor
Evelyn Ellington President
Minnie Mae French Vice-President
Lelia Thompson Secretary
Ruth Bowen Treasurer
Edna Duncan Sergeant -at-Arms
Lucile Hyneman Critics
Minnie Mae French President
Eliva Killingsworth Vice-President
Leila Thompson Secretary
Margaret Duncan Treasurer
Helen Harris Sergeant-At-Arms
Lucile Hyneman Critic
MEMBERS' HONORS
Vice President Virginia Club
Assistant Editor of Hyphen 71
Vice-President of Y. W. C. A.
Treasurer of Tennessee Club
Secretary of College Special C)a
Secretary Junior Middle Class
Secretary and Treasurer of low;
Vice-President of Texas Club
President of Texas Club '22
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Reporter for Hyphen
Editor of Hyphen '22
President of Post Graduate Class
Vice-President of Arkansas Club
Vice-President of Western Club
Secretary and Treasurer of Arkansas CI'
Manager of Hockey
Secretary and Treasurer of Texas Club
President of Texas Club '2J
Sergeant-At-Arms of Senior Class '21
Reporter on Hyphen '22
Penta Tau Club
'Penta Tau Club
Penta Tau Club
20th Century Club
OFFICERS
Elizabeth Barnhart--'2 I President
Marian Weber— '22 President
Lillian Rhodes . . . Vice-President
Louise Galloway Secretary
• Smallwood— '21 Treasurer
JCES Thurtell— '22 Treasurer
. Murray Scrgeant-at-Arms
MEMBERS' HONORS
Treas. W. Y. C. A.— '21 President W. Y. C. A.— '22
President Oklahoma Club Y. W. C A. Cabinet
Hyphe l Reporter Sec. and Treas. of Mississippi Club
President of Virginia Club Vi :e-President of College Special CI
Vice-President of Tennessee Club President cf West Virginia Club
Procto of North and South Front -'21 Vi ^President of Junior Class
Preside nt Student Council—'22 Vi :e-President Student Council— '21
Procto of Founders— '22 Pr esident of Georgia Club
President of Mississippi Club Vi :e-President of Iowa Club
President of Senior Middle Class M inager of Base Ball
President of Kansas Club Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Treasu er of W. Y. C. A. Vi :e-President of Oklahoma Club
President of Michigan Club— '2 I Y. W. C. A. Cabinet— '21
Milestc ne Staff Secretary of Student Council
President of Michigan Club— '22 Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
President Wisconsin Club Vi e-President Kansas Club
20th Century Club
20th Century Clu
20th Century Club
OFFICERS ^^
Miss Morrison 5pon
Virginia Lee President
Marcaret Ogden Vice-President
Adeline Tolerton Secretary
Louise W.lder Treasu
Sue Lewis Sergeant-al-Ar.
Joe S. Roof Chairman Program C
MEMBERS' HONORS
Secretary Athletic Association Manager of Athletic Association
Captain of Olympians Captain of Athenia
Sergeant-At-Arms of Sophmore Class Vice-President of Missouri Club
Vice-President of Mississippi Club Chapel Proctor '22
Secretary and Treasurer of Sophomore Class President of Student Council "2
1
Honorary Member of Student Council '22 Captain of Panthers
Proctor of Heron '22 Chapel Proctor '21
Assistant Manager of Athletic Association Treasurer of Senior Middle Class
Manager of Water Polo President of Athletic Association '21
Vice-President of Student Council President of Georgia Club '22
Manager of Basket Ball '22 Manager of Track '22
Vice-President Georgia Club '21 -'22

.„,=.'

X-L Club
OFFICERS
MissSisson Sponsor
Juanita Willis President
Louise Bell—'21 Vice-President
Eleanor Best—'22 Vice-President
Evelyn Bonham— '21 Secretary
Marian Sullivan—'22 Secretary
Virginia McCoy—'21 Treasurer
Julia McKinsey—'22 Treasurer
Linda McElwrath Sergeant
-at-Arms
Leola Blackman Property Custodian
Edith Frye Chairman
Program Committee
MEMBERS' HONOR
President Prep Special Class— 21 '22
President Senior Class—71 -72 President Wisconsin Club— '21 -'22
Vice President La. Club—'21-72 Vice-President Sophomores— '2 1-72
Vice-President Wis. Club— '2 1-22 Vice-President W. Va. Club—71-72
Proctor Cottages
—
'21 Proctor Pembroke—71
Captain Regular Team—'21-72 Sec. and Treas. Okla. Club—71-72
Secretary Wis. Club— '21 -'22 Sec. and Treas. Ga. Club—71-72
Hyphen Staff—'21 -'22 Ass't. Business Manager—71
Y. W. Cabinet— '21 -'22 Treasurer Council—72
Y. W. Cabinet Business Manager Hyphen
Sec. and Treas. W. Va. Club— '2 1 -'22 Treasurer Indiana Club— '2 1 -72
Y. W. Cabinet Treasurer Junior Class—71-72
Ass't. Business Mgr. Hyphen—72 Ass't. Editor Milestone-
General Proctor—72 Treasurer Senior Class—
Vice-President of Kan. Club—71-72 Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Athletic Board Reporter for Hyphen—
7
Editor of Hyphen—7 1 Proctor of Fidelity—72
Reporter on Annual—72
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Top Row (left lo right)—Frve. Coetz. W
Varsity Hockey Team
.
ToLEHTON.
3rd Row (left to right)—Dyer, O
2nd Row (left lo right—Bowen, Tolerton.
w^^B^^^g&^L^g^
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Hockey
REGULAR HOCKEv TEAM
Top Row (left to tight)—Edee. Sloan. ^
2nd Row {hit to rlghty—Fry
i,d ROW (Itfl tO Tight)—St*,
,
Coetz. Brown. Bowen. Dv
PANTHER HOCKEY TEAM
Ult to Right—Smith. Sudekum. Barnhart. Kenney.U
RECORD OF GAMES
14—vs—Olymp
}
)
I
)
A
( Ho ckey
»
.
Campbell, Tol
Bab b. Holmei. Shi
CLUB STANDING
Third
Athenian
Recular
( Panther
252
232
IR?
OLYMPIAN HOCKEY TEAM
i left to right—San Coster. Bjsh. Coleman. Monin. Kohr
I
\ Olympian 177
AS**
\
i
I
SWIMMING EVENTS AND WINNERS
Swi mming
Regular
Preliminaries
WINNERS OF MEET
, College Eeer,, College
50-Ft. Front
1. Tandy
2. Cone
3. Bell and Adrian
Underwater 2. Dyer
3. Cone
Plain Dives 7 Dyer2
", Sella
Fancy Dives 2. Dyer
3. Connett
1. Tandy
2. Adrian 100-Ft. Swim
1. Adrian
2 Cone
3. Bell
1. Sella
i. Dyer
$
%
Entries
Adrian 20 '/2
Bell 9'/2
Blackman 6
Cone 32
Connett 13
Dyer 21
Edee 10
Sells . .. l7'/2
Tandy . -28
Thompson 6
Neil . 6
White.. .._*_
Total ....l73'/z E
A
'^aa^*<Z*m^*>&**&-^^t^^^Z****^****
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SWIMMING EVENTS AND WINNERS
jwimming
Panther
Preliminaries
WINNERS OF MEET
1st Place—Harriet Hollinshed
2nd Place—Ruth Smith
3rd Place—Louise Sconce
fENTRIESAdams 10
Dickinson 15 \J
Hollinshed 26
Jackson 13
Orr 12
Sconce 18
Smith 23 iv
Wherry (. 6 ?!.
Lambeth 6
Total 1 38
\
\
Event College Event College
1. Smith
2. Hollinshed
3. Adams
Under
1. Sconce
Plain Dives
1. Hollinshed
2. Orr
3. Smith
Fancy Dives
1. Hollinshed
2. Davis
3. Howse
50-Ft. Back 2. Adams'
3. Orr
100-Ft S»1M_
1. Smith
2. Hollinshed
Plunc
1. Sconce
2 Dickinson
3.
ATHENIAN SWIMMING TEAM
,»». Dickey. Williamson. Tolerton
SWIMMING EVENTS AND WINNERS
wimming
Athenian
Preliminaries
WINNERS OF MEET
irrf-JlJNE RoBlNSON
Eecnt College Event CoHesc
50-Ft. Front
1 |.,|,.,l,„,
2. Williamson
3 Dickey and Kling
"— 1. Williamson2. Dickey
3. Tolerton
1. Williamson
2. Tolclon Fancy Dives
3 Robinson
1 Williamson
2. Green
3. Tolerton
1. Tolerton
2. Kling 100-Ft. Swim
3 Dickey
1 . Tolerton
2. Williamson
Plunce
1. Robinson
2 Williamson
3. Kling
i
owimming
Olympian
Preliminaries
WINNERS OF MEET
/s/—Adeline Tol
2nd—Stella Key
JrJ-BERYL Well
OLYMPIAN SWIMMING TEAM
Left to Right—TOLERTON, Ad.. COLEMAN. WELLINGTON. Ke
SWIMMING EVENTS AND WINNERS
Ecent College Event College
50-Ft. Front
1. Tolerton
2. Wellington
3. Thompson
Underwater
1 Tolcrlon
2. Thompson
3. Key
1. Tolerton
2. Kev
3. Wellington
Fancy Dives
1. Key
3. Wellington
50-Ft. Back
1. Tolerton
2. Wellington
3. Key
100-Ft. Swim
1. Tolerton
2. Wellington
1. Tolerton
2. Key
3. Wellington
Total 143
T
I
\
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Inter-
Club
Meet
SWIMMING EVENTS AND WINNERS
-•"^IP^&SB^-
VARSITY SWIMMING TEAM
Events CoLLE.E Intermediate Events College
50-Ft. Front
1. Tolerton. Alice
2 Tolerton. Ad.
3. Cone
1. Adams
3 Alexandci
Underwater...
1. Williamson
2. Kling
3. Dyer
Plain Dives. ...
1. Dyer
2. Cone
3. Tolerton. Adeline
1 Hollinshed
2. Alexander
1 Neil
Fancy Dives
. .
1. Cone
2. Key
3. Tolerton. Adeline
50-Ft. Back
1. Cone
2. Tolerton. Adeline
( Wellington
3. jKling
/ T.,m.K
^
ja, kson
1. 1 Neil
Alexander
100-Ft. Swim..
1
.
Tolerton. Alice
2. Tolerton. Adeline
3 Cone
1 Robinson
2. Williamson
3. Tandy
PLACES IN MEET
1st—Doris Cone
2nd—Adeline Tolerton
WARD-BELMONT TEAM
Tolerton. Al 12'
Total
Clymp
Total 26.'
5
%
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Inter-Club Gym Meet
REGULAR MARCHING SQUAD (Gym Me.
Ufl to Right—Smallwood. Cone. Bowen, Blackman. Kessleb. C
McElwrath. Lewis, Edee. Lee. Adrian. Morrison. Conne
liVnV^'VO.
PANTHER MARCHING SQUAD
Top—Smith. Hvneman. Moore. Barnhart. Adams. Ooden. Thomrsc
BoHom— Coles. Lawrence. Lehman. Hebert. Wilder. Bbesler. Pa
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Inter-Club Gym Meet
ATHENIAN MARCHING SQUAD Cym Meet)
Top Row (U/Uo r,'s/iO—Westmorland. Dutton. Tolerton. Muesse. Mo
.
Duncan. Brown. Co
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Top—Kohrs, Coi
Four Club Jumping Teams
nnett. Thompson. Williamson. Edee, Bowen. Frye Bottom— Ellington. Killebrew. Lawrence, Shepard. Barnum. Cone
\
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Basketball
BASKETBALL TEAM
Top—Wallace, Lyon. Smith. Weber Heb
Bottom—Lawrence, Barnhart. French
RECORD OF GAMES
I
Basketball
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ATHENIAN BASKETBALL TEAM
Top Row (Icfl to rlgkl)—Kendal. Muesse. McKnicmt. Tolerton
2nd Rout Otfl lo right) -Jeter. Hardeman. Williamson. Gee.
i,.l R„w U'fl lorithl) -Horn, Campbell. Ellington.
OLYMPIAN BASKETBALL TEAM
Top Row (/«/; lo rigAl)—Coleman. Smith.
CLUB STANDING
)
i.
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Top-Urschel. Williamson. Coleman. Be
Varsity Baseball Team
Middle-Coats, Shepard. Tolerton. Al.. Tolerlon. Ad.. Cone. Dyer. Blackman
3ttom—Filson. Smith, Lapham A
\i
Baseball
PANTHER BASEBALL SQUAD
Top—Seagle, Silber. Maricle. Fll
Ogden. Adams
Lower—Huber. Thompson. Davis. Wilder, Lawre
f
OLYMPIAN BASEBALL SQUAD
Top—Boone. Brown. Monin. Lapham. Parker. Gr
BoHom—Stone. Harkan. Kerr. Graves. Fost
ATHENIAN BASEBALL SQUAD
Top Rouj—Cee. Westmoreland. Bell. McKn.ght. Gabriel. Wilmai
McKenn.e. Dutton, Carlinc. Pendleton. Prew.tt. Hockenbero:
Bottom Ro.»-Kendall. Marrow , Jeter. Dickey. Ellington. Mitche
)
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Regular -Panther Track Meet, 1921
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Ward- Belmont -Peabody Track Meet, 1921
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Doris Cone
Winner
Winner op Regular-Panther Me
WARD-BELMONT TRACK TEAM. 192!
Top—Coddard. Morrison. Connett. Edee
Bottom -Cone. Bowen
MEET TOTAL
WINNERS OF MEET
id Place— \ Collins J Peabody
1Club Championship, 1921-1922
\
_
First Place
Second Place Dyer
BoARDMAN
BASEBALL. 1920-1921
124=3 points
98 points
. . . Regular
. . .
Regular
. . .
Panther
TENNIS 1920-1921
Won by Regular Club
ft"™8**.
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SWIMMING RECORDS
,„t .
.
9 Sec Goeffeh
ront 22 J/, Sec Tolerton, Adeline
,„„, 36.8 Sec Speer
ck 12 Sec : Speer
ac k 28.8 Sec Speer
Relay (4) 45 3-5 Sec Regula
Relay <6> 1 Min. l6'/2 Sec Panthe
Underwater 157 (t. I in Aike
Disrobing in Water 27 Sec
27 Se, . Ha
Plunge 50 ft
Plunge (Time limit 30 Sec.) 44 ft. 10 in
INDOOR RECORD
SpringBoardJump 74 in. .
(
TRACK RECORDS
Ward-Belmont
unning H,gh Jump 4 ft. . . { g
unning Broad Jump 12 ft. 10 ,n. . . .
op—Step—Jump 28 ft. 6 ',
asc Ball Throw 185 ft. .
askct Ball Throw 71 '/2 ft.
,ot Put 26 It I in
Peabody
4 ft. 1 in.
{ Cone
yd. Dash °'/i Sec. .
yd. Hurdles 10 Sec. . .
Relay (300 yd.) .
'***1^
}
Niiols'iii
Cuenther
| Cone
,9 4-5 See.
41 2-5 Sec-
WSL- BELEXS
Edna Duncan Sarah Morgan. May Qu Dorothy Some
May Day
ONE of the most charming and delightful traditions of Ward-Belmont is the May Day celebration,
held about the middle of May each year. It is on this occasion that the May Queen is crowned,
and, with her royal party, presides over the festivities of the day.
The royal party this year is composed of particularly charming and representative girls. Sarah
Morgan, of La Grange, Ga., is queen, and the maids of honor are Edna Duncan, of Paris, Texas,
representing the college element, and Dorothy Somers, of Atlantic City, the prep school representative.
The Seniors form the royal court, and the procession is one of the picturesque pageant pictures
of the year. The program is under the direction of the physical education department, and it is
expected that this year's festival will be the most beautiful ever staged in W. B.
May Day Scene

A Modern Miss Pepy's Diary
September 21st—Arrived by train today. Having regis-
tered, I went out to look up the old girls. By and
by comes my new roommate who acts strangely at
first, not knowing what to do.
22nd—Comes my trunk, the which I am busy unpacking.
25th—(Lord's day) To church with the school party in
the special vehicles, the girls looking fine in shiny
new black hats and blue suits.
27th—To chapel in the evening for a pep meeting.
Brave speeches by athletic maidens on platform.
28th—To chapel comes Mr. Yates, the life saver, giving
instruction in the Shaffer Method.
29th—To a meeting in chapel with the dean of women,
known better as Miss Mills, and there she did read
the rules of the school for the benefit of the new
comers. They looked a little troubled, and indeed
the regulations are stringent, albeit necessary.
30th—This day were the Seniors recognized in beautiful
and traditional fashion. Dressed in white, we
Seniors did enter the chapel from the rear, all sing-
ing, and pass down the aisle in two files to the plat-
form, the school standing in recognition, and seem-
ingly impressed with the sight. Our President
"Sis" did make a brave speech to the school.
October 1st—This evening came the new girls to the all
club receptions in the ten club rooms. We very
merry and eager to impress, but Goodness, there
did come so many guests that 1 became weary and
wanted to sneak to my room to bed.
2nd—Received our Senior privileges, for which we are
indeed grateful.
3rd—We residents of Pembroke to the Pembroke party
dressed as orientals. An enjoyable time but that
I was in fear for being on the program.
4th—The old girls very cordial to certain of the new ones
5th—To the class of gymnastics for the first time where
1 did learn of a new exercise called the "stoop-fall
position. This evening we did compile a list of
those girls whom we desire for our club.
6th—Much secrecy over the names on the lists, we old
girls pledged not to tell.
7th—On this evening did the new girls sign up for clubs.
Much excitement just before they entered the cha-
pel, and some last-minute conferences in corners.
9th—We were mightily impressed, this evening with the
candle light service of the Y. W. C. A.
12th—Receiving the list of maidens for our club, we were
taken with much joy, perceiving that we received
practically all, on our first list.
| 4th—Came the "fags" to breakfast in out-landish attire,
and they did amuse us mightily. My roommate,
poor girl, did have much to do what with the shining
of my shoes, the making of my bed, and the mani-
curing of my nails.
15th—Formal initiation held on this day. I was much
struck by the beauty and symbolism of the cere-
mony.
I 7th—After much labor, our news journal, the "Hyphen."
makes its first appearance.
2 1 st—Many stricken with a plague upon this day, some
thinking it due to the chicken salad at the tea-room.
22nd—Comes Witter Bynner—a poet of the new school,
to discourse with us. We did find in him a most
fascinating personality. I was much put to it to
dress myself against evening, there being a dance
arranged by the young ladies from Missouri. I to
the dance and very merry, albeit I could not partake
of the doughnuts for being in training for hockey.
The guests dressed in most charming and curious
fashioned attire.
23rd—(Lord's day) Up and prepared to attend church
but called to special session of the Council, which
did last well past church time.
24th—Deadly monotony.
25th—First fire drill, wherein in my confusion I did forget
the number of my room, when called upon.
26th—The lady who dispenses the funds, having called
me to account today, I was embarressed financially,
being over-drawn twenty-two cents.
29th—To the Hallowe'en dinner where we waxed merry
over the delicious dinner, in spite of witches and
ghosts and other ternffymg Hallowe'en characters.
30th—Up betimes and to church here at school, which did
please me mightily, not wishing to go into the city
for services because of the congestion in our special
vehicles.
November 2nd—To the Agora Follies, which did prove
a most delightful diversion from our routine.
3rd—Much rehearsing and running to and fro for a great
event.
4th—To breakfast with the Commander of the American
forces-General Pershing. We did array ourselves
in white and salute in most military manner as he
passed. At the breakfast, we did sing two songs
to the General, which did please our President Dr.
Blanton very much, he being at all times proud of
the ability of his girls.
7th—To the Anti Pan cinema which we all enjoyed very
much.
8th—Panther-Olympian contest in hockey,
pions taking long end of 26-14 score.
ith Olym-
1 1th—Armistice day, but no holiday except for two min-
utes, in the which time we did bow our heads in
remembrance of our boys. To the Panther-Athe-
nian contest in the afternoon with the score 26-6
for Athenians. To the Ryman this evening to a
tableau presented by Miss Townsend. the school
being mightily disappointed in not being able to
sing.
14th—Comes Lada. the dancer, to the Ryman.
15th—Olympian 8—Athenian 30 in game today.
1 8th and I 9th—The Reign of Terror, the revival of learn-
ing, the dawn of reasoning, in other words—exams.
20th—The calm after the storm. To church to meditate
on peaceful subjects.
2 1st—Regular-Panther contest in hockey—Panthers 20.
Regulars 12.
23rd—Godowsky concert.
24th—Thanksgiving. We to the game between the Regu-
lar young ladies and the Athenian young ladies,
the score being 18-16 in favor of the young ladies
favoring the red and white.
25th—Very happy in the signing of home going blanks.
26th—To theTri-K dance in the costume of Pierrette.
29th— I to Council for the reading of a paper during Sun-
day school, but the report being a mistake, I was
excused, for which I was mightily thankful.
30th—An unexpected fire drill before breakfast in the
which 1 was somewhat embarrassed as to my attire.
To the Regular —Athenian game, the score being
6-26, making the Athenians champions in hockey.
December 4th—"Milady in Brown" pays us a visit.
She did not leave a card, but then, it was not in
the leaving of things that she specialized.
8th—To the attractive dinner dance to which the Senior
Middles invited the Seniors.
9th—Hutchinson recital.
12th—The Junior Middles play Santa Claus to the or-
phans. To Recreation Hall in the afternoon to
purchase my ticket home, after the buying of which
I find myself much depleted in funds. Christmas
parties everywhere.
I 4th
—
John McCormack.
15th—To the lovely Christmas dinner, then to the pre-
sentation of "Eager Heart," in which I took a part.
Because of so many on the stage we were mightily
put to it to keep the angels from crowding us out of
Bethlehem.
16th—Home sweet home— the land of the free, my heart
full of joy, my pocket book well-nigh empty.
January 4th—Back again. With the beginning of the
new year I have resolved to mend my ways hence-
forth, in several matters.
9th—To some lectures in the French language, parts of
which I enjoyed very much, but attending two in
one day, I became weary.
13th—Senior tea.
I 4th—Prep Special dance.
16th—Comes Walter Hampton in the play "Hamlet" by
William Shakespeare, which pleased us mightily,
especially "to be or not to be," which, in truth, is
all that some girls came to hear.
18th—Marked by "Romeo and Juliet" and the appearance
of the "Eskimo pie."
2 1 ST—To the dance arranged by the young ladies from
Illinois during which was featured the Sheik.
22nd—(Lord's day) To church where I did tear up paper
and so pass the time during the sermon.
24th—Cincinatti Symphony.
27th—Numerous rumors going around about the matri-
monial intentions of some of our faculty. Miss
Morrison arranges a little surprise in the form of a
huge diamond (?) ring.
28th—Tennessee dance—little cotton bales as favors.
February 1st—To the presentation of "Ghosts," which
I enjoyed, albeit heartily ashamed of some of my
colleagues for their emotional outbursts during
tense situations.
2nd—"Master Builder."
4th— I busy with exams and wishing mightily that I had
been more diligent.
7th—Exams continued.
11th—Georgia—Alabama Valentine dance.
13th— I up to Recreation Hall to see the wedding of
Miss Blanton Mr. Townsend, and found the
old stairway more beautiful than 1 had ever seen it.
1 4th—College Special—Senior dinner dance.
I 7th—We to the Ryman to hear the evangelist. Gypsy
Smith, and I do think my roommate much improved
ever since.
18th—To the Ryman to see Mme. Pavlowa dance, she
being like a fairy doll.
22nd—To dine in state with my roommate costumed like
a colonial lady and I in flowered coat and knickers,
in celebration of Washington's birthday. Alex
Morrison as George, and Mary Kennedy as Mar-
tha, did preside over festivities.
23rd—To classes, etc. Nothing interesting today.
24th—To hear Gypsy Smith again.
25th—Oklahoma dance carrying out their colors—red and
white.
27th—Kentucky tea dance in gym from 3:00 to 5:30.
March 4th—To the Agora dance, where the President
was commended for her grace.
1 1th—A. K. dance.
1 7th—Milestones dinner where the staff did discourse on
the merits of the book, thus persuading everyone
to buy.
18th—Del Ver dance, in St. Patrick idea.
20th— I up to account for the wearing of a skirt that was
thought too short.
21st—Did take much exercise today in the looking for our
beloved President Dr. Blanton, who was hard to
locate.
25th—To the Louisiana dance which was cleverly carried
out in the card idea.
27th—To hear Freida Hemple who does have a clear,
high voice that pleases.
29th—To hear Erna Rubenstein—a mite of a girl, albeit
with so much poise that I was fain to marvel, re-
membering myself at that age.
April 1st—Business of taking my exams, one of my in-
structresses expected me to fail, in the which I
fooled her mightily (it being the first of April)
having sat up the night before, memorizing my
notebook.
3rd—We Seniors to Shelby Park by trolley where we did
spend the afternoon in the paddling of canoes.
8th—Most attractive dance of X L's on roof garden.
10th—To Heron with the Penta Taus who did celebrate
the coming of Easter with a german.
16th—(Lord's day—Easter) Up betimes—awakened by-
sweet carols which did seem a relief from the rising
bell.
20th—On this day were the Seniors free. I did pass the
day in town with much spending of money forcandy.
clothes, and movies, so that I am near financially
embarrassed again. When we did return in the
evening there were rumors of a combat. To para-
phrase an old nursery rhyme, the affair might be
styled "Patty-Kate"
Thus endeth my chronicle, being mightily pressed for time
by the printer. In fact. I do throw the papers on
the floor as I write, and the printer picks them up
and sets the type, so forgive the haste. Future
dates are April 29, the orchid dance at which "Miss
Osiron" is to make her debut in Ward-Belmont, the
T. C. C. Breakfast dance on May 1 , the "Canticle of
Pan" by the Senior Middles on May 3, to say
nothing of Field day. May day. step singing, the
Baccalaureate, and class day.
We do hope that you will be pleased with our efforts; if
you are not, pray do not mention it.
We have done our best, and the work on the 1922 "Mile-
stones ' here endeth.

Ward-Belmont's Washington Birthday Party
What's this I see? Tell me—am I dreaming? There among those white pillars are hosts of
beruffled and puffed, powdered-haired maidens on the arms of lace ruffled and exceedingly graceful
gentlemen. They pass in and out the hall, stopping here and there to laugh and chat together.
Their apparel is rich in color and fabric, and shows much silk and brocade and laces. It is of the
mode which our great-great grandmothers wore a century and a half ago.
And here they are now in another large white pillared hall with blue and gold decorations
hanging from the chandeliers. They are seated around large tables while white-capped and aproned
servants serve them with appetizing dainties. Throughout the dinner an orchestra is playing soft
music, and now and then the men and maidens sing as their fancy takes them.
But now they're leaving this hall. Lets follow them, for they all seem to be going together.
Yes, there they go into an elegant ball-room, equally as beautiful as the banquet-hall. They are all
seated now and the orchestra is beginning to play. A hush falls over the room, and the men and
maidens make way in the center, for evidently someone of importance is coming. As the slow strains
of the Minuet are heard, a very stately gentleman is leading a beautiful lady down the length of the
hall and take their place upon a dais at the extreme end, there to preside over the festivities of the
evening. Immediately after them come twelve youths and maids who daintily and easily go through
the steps of the Minuet.
Now the music is becoming more spirited and the others are falling into the swing of the mel-
ody,—but look, they are all doing a modern fox-trot! How inconsistent of these people! Oh, now
I see it all clearly. This is the twenty-second of February and the annual Washington Birthday
party in our own Ward-Belmont. The stately gentleman and his lady are no other than Alex Morri-
son and Mary Kennedy, who were elected as George and Martha by the votes of the entire school.
It was the entire student body who joined in the dance, and the dancers in the Minuet were chosen
for their exceptional grace. In all, it has been a most suitable and charming party, this beautiful
observance of the birthday of "the Father of our Country."
Girls o' the Week Which Are You?
JOKES
"It's all off for the night." she cried, as s
a towel.
—
Virginia Reel.
A flirt is like the Tower of Pisa. She is a
never falls.—Father.
First Student: "I guess 111 have to give
Second Stude: "Why?"
First Stude: "It keeps me awake in cla
"Well. I'll swan." said the diving girl as
spring board— (Log.)
We send them off to school to learn -
To dot their "i's" and cross their "t's".
But once they're gone, they only yearn.
To roll their eyes, and cross their knees!
"The Secret of Success is Work:
But who wants to know secrets?"
SOME MORE QUESTIONS
I.—Why does the butterfly and when?
2,-How was Paradise Lost and who found it?
3.—Who does the Income Tax and why?
4.—Whv does'nt a girl in Brazil get Chile on a cool eve
5.—When was Jessie James and how did she do it?
—(Octopus.)
id her face
nclined. but
with
:she
"Who's Who" may be printed without her name
And she isn't bad nor bold.
But we like our Modern Girl, just the same.
Better than those of old!
Freshman: "Does Historv repeat itself?"
Junior: "Sure does if you flunk it."—(Octopus.)
IF I WERE—
ok off from the Methuselah. I could afford to wait on W. B. Telephom
Samson. I'd "pull down" some grand grades.
Job. I might graduate!
THE END
Once upon a time there was a girl who got rid of th<
"1 would'nt marrv the best man in the world."
She didn't <—(Sun Dial.)
Manv of the girls who get specials everv Sunday
the only children of fond mamas—(Malteaser.)
IN SOCIOLOGY
E. Smith: "There's really nothing in today's less
put my finger on."
Miss G— : "Is there anything you can put your n
"Dont have a wishbone where your backbone ought
l that I can
nd on?"
BOBBED HAIR
Bobbed hair is the average between girl's hair and a bald he
It generally comes through shear c
It is not to be laughed at. though it alw
enough. It has an advantage over long hai
the wind Long hair has to be waved in a b.
There are two kinds of bobbed hair, lig
haired ones are generally pretty and are g
haired ones are prettier still. Girls of the Bio
headed This also applies to those in the brui
Bobbed haired girls are a step ahead of the others, and m
therefore be up in fashion in all things. They fluff up their h
lift their eyebrows, raise their voices, and elevate their skirts; ;
yet there are people who say that the modern girl does not dev
any time or thought to higher things!
—
(Octopus)
ys tickles anyone close
in that it \vill wave in
auty shop.
t and dark The light
od singers. The dark
de type are very light-
ette class.
A LA ADVERTISEMENTS
"9944—100 per cent pure."W. B. Sou
Class, Halt! "Their Master
Friday Fish: "Your Nose Kn
Our Requests: "None genui:
Campused: "There's A Reasc
ed to think I kn
: I knc
r the le "Abs>
YOU CAN—
"Do all the good you can.
By all the means you can
In all the ways you can
In all the places you can
At all the times you can
To all the people you ca
As long as ever you i
WE ALL KNOW IT!
ce makes the marks grow rounder!"
Senior:
Senior Mi
THE MEEKEST WOMAN
A minister was examining the children of a Sunday
leir knowledge of Bible characters, and began:
"Who was the first man?"
"Adam !"—All answered in Chorus
"Who was the first woman?"
"Eve!"—They all shouted.
"Who was the meekest man?"
"Who •
Every ,
"There
the meekest
was silent. F ally a hand i
"Are thev going together yet?"
"What?"
"Your feet, of course '"—(Octopu
"Well, go down to the city and le
WELL SAID
e's a time o part a id a time to meet.
re's a time to sleep and a time to eat.
here's a tilne to wo rk and a time to play
There's a time to s ng and a time to pra f.
There's a time t that
Ther ='s a tim to plan and a time odo
There's a t me to grin and show you
—(Strathmorcan.)
Ward-Belmont Handbook
"Regulations"
No request for evening callers need be filed. Open
house is always observed.
All requests for leaving the campus, shopping must
be filed in Dr. Blanton's office.
Shoes
—
Shoes with French heels are worn for day wear. For
evening socket-fit or "Y. W." Cantilever last are worn.
Dress
Evening dress is always needed for our social affairs.
Every student should be provided with an elaborate
evening gown.
Jewelry
—
It brightens the school up for jewelry to be worn.
By all means bring family heirlooms. They will be
needed for masquerades, etc.
Borrowing is encouraged.
Students who are not well enough to go to the dining
room may stay in their rooms—Trays will be sent them.
Be sure and scatter paper on the grounds. It makes
the campus riotous with color and gives the effect of
budding flowers.
Only four week-ends a month may be spent out of
school.
The Sunday School
The Sunday School is held from 8:30 to 9:30 (subject
to change by Emma).
Department of Physical Education
Every student who desires may take two periods a
week of out-door exercise of any preferred forms as
follows:
Fall—Hide and Seek. Hiding the Stick, Sugar-Loaf Lawn.
Spring—Hop-Scotch, Puss-in-the-Corner, Follow
Your Leader.
Winter—Two periods of gymnastic work. Nothing
more strenuous than skipping is done.
Regular attendance is not required. We all need a
rest.
Rules of Club Organization
All new students must be pledged for membership
within two weeks.
Elaborate parties are given during rushing season
by all clubs.
Visiting for choice of club members shall fall between
the hours of 6:45 A. M. to 9:45 P. M. We stop only to
sleep.
The Tea Room
The Tea Room is under the direction of Baxter.
Here you may. if you are financially able, meet your
friends over a social cup of tea (changed to Eskimo pies
by popular vote).
School Publications
The Pythen
The Pythen is managed and edited by a staff selected
by the maids. Students are asked to contribute their
best thoughts to the paper. (If they have any).
Gravestones is the school annual issued each May (if
the printers do not strike) by a staff appointed by the
faculty.
Traditions
Girls at Ward-Belmont observe April Fool by wearing
their accustomed costumes. The effect is all that could
be desired.
Hints
Chapel is our meeting place. Silence is no object.
There is no need in being on time to your appoint-
ments. No one minds waiting.
Middy blouses are our uniform for dinner. Fresh
ones may be worn daily, owing to the generosity of
the Hermitage Laundry.
Cutting classes is a step towards eligibility at Ward-
Belmont. Mrs. Armstrong, in the basement of Heron,
will explain this more fully.
Victrolas add much to the gaiety of the halls. Stands
are provided in every room for them.
If you do not like your room-mate the first day,
go immediately to Mrs. Blanton. and she will change you.
Be sure and change your course everytime you fail
or have a disagreement with a teacher. Miss Norris
is very obliging in this matter. After all, we all must have
happiness.
You may take down the rules on the closet door,
regarding the care of your room. They were just printed
to test the new typing machine. Your hostess will give
you all the information needed.
All old girls be sure and bring an extra amount of
money to be spent "upon a new girl with a view to
securing them as club members."
The dressing bell rings at 5:30. (If the clock in
Rec. Hall is right).
I Wonder
Scene—You'
Time—Use y
Dramatis Pe
Virgil, her guide
Spirits, etc.
I— In the World of Shade
(Virgil and the Girl seen coming down steep stone steps at left.
River Styx flows from right and disappears among the rocks at center
back.) Virgil—Be careful! There's a hole in these adamantine
steps. Dr. Crosland is going to have it fixed before the millemum
but there have been so many other things, he hasn't gotten to it vet.
Girl—Dr. Crosland? Why there used to be a man by that name
who was Associate President of the school where 1 went to—Ward
Belmont.
Virgil—That's right. You did go to Ward-Belmont, didn't you?
Well. well. It's funny 1 didn't think of that before. Why you're
going to see lots of people vou know— in fact. I believe your whole
faculty is down here now.
Girl -You don't mean to say I'm going to see all mv old teachers?
Virgil -Yes. it's like this. They're waiting here on this side of
the river to be ferried to the Land of the Blessed and in this world
you see. they do the same things they did on earth.
Girl—(eagerly) Oh! then let's hurry. I can't wail
they're all doing.
(They pass on but are stopped by sudden barking.)
Girl—Virgil, that's the Cerberus, isn'
imagined he was the most awful looking
Virgil—We used to have the Cerbe
faculty came down here we had to do aw
son brought Ah Qui along and they w.
? (shivering) I alw
nng!
but you see since y
with him for Miss Mc
continually getting i
Girl—And is Ah Oui realU
Virgil—Indeed he is and a
the heels of the spirits wh
(The girl spies two figures
Girl -Look Virgil! Who'i
ndering around? What ar
Virgil (Reprovingly)—D,
he
great
Miss Rucker with M
quite interested in h
"
irl-
lething qui
down here
amusing. You
nsisted that the
ce too. always snapping
i they're just getting calmed down,
n the distance.)
that over there?-—those two spirits
they looking for?
: you recognize them? Why that's
Rogers searching for Pluto. Weren't they
on earth?
I guess they were, the whole school will vouch for that.
(A figure stands near by with gaze directed on the ground)
Girl— If there isn't dear Miss Ross. Did you hear what she said
Virgil? "What did I come down here for anyway
"
Virgil—Let me tell
Miss Sisson when she fil
weren't getting enough exercise.
Girl—What did she do?
Virgil—Well she gets them all ou
really quite remarkable how much th
rium. But the thing I was going to
She got to wiggling her wings a littl
and began to ascend. You ought to ..„
Girl—Too bad she didn't have some wings the day she th
to jump out of the window during Math Class.
Virgil—Now Miss Norris is giving a loving cup to
which can 'keep above the clouds' the longest
the timing and offers suggestions, and takes i
(The girl looks around her anxiously)
Girl—But. Virgil, what do these spirits do all the time down her<
Virgil—Oh, that's simple. One of the most important things
harp practice. Let's see— there are five in that,—Misses Blyth.
Ransom, Throne, and Leftwich. and Mrs. Schmitz. They don
like to practice much but Mrs. Murkin keeps them at it.
nd it's
nd keep their equilib-
s about Miss Sheppe.
,d fast the other day
d her
sd
that groi
nd Mrs. Bowen dc
! of the laggards.
Girl—That must make quite a quintette.
Virgil—Yes. it does. We had quite a time to find enough harps.
We used to have a full half dozen but the last bunch down here acci-
dentally sit on two one day.
Girl—And who directs them? Surely somebody would have to.
Virgil—Indeed yes. It's Mr. Goodman. He keeps raving on
at them to "put something into it" until the other day Miss Throne
said quite spiritedlv "I didn't bring anything with me. Sir!"
(They walk on a little farther)
f here. There doesn't
How do thev do that?
nont and don't know
r is due to Miss Mills
ssion to leave and she
sandals and that their
Girl—Everything seems to run so smootl
seem to be anv crowding for seats in the boat
Virgil—You sav you went to Ward-Be
that? Well. I'll tell you. Much of the or,
as usual. The spirits "file" to her for perr
inspects to see that they wear hose with the
Girl—Just like school!
Virgil—And then also Mrs. Lowry measures them for their halos.
and Sallie Beth Moore sees that they're properly adjusted.
Girl— I always wondered if they'd come to that next in school.
But tell me about the rest of the order.
Virgil—As for meals. Miss Cooper and Mrs. Robinson see about
that but it isn't much work, for all thev have is ambrosia and bacon.
Girl—They didn't leave out the bacon, did they? And Miss
Blackwell—does she ever call them up for being late?
Virgil—Well 1 guess she does! And not a few of them have had
to postpone their journeys to the other side indefinitely on account
of it.
Girl—And Mrs. Plaskett—what does she do?
Virgil—Oh she's kept busy all right together with Miss Shea and
Miss Swift. You see they have to tend to all the spiritual messages
with the upper world for Dr. Blanton. principally about those things
he forgot to do while on earth.
(They come in full sight of the River Styx).
Girl—Here's the River Styx and if there isn't Charon and his
boat!
Virgil—Yes. this is the Styx all right but that's not Charon, but
Dr. Hollinshead. He said when he first came down here that hii
principal task on earth was steering people through the depths of
H 2 O and so we offered him this job. Charon was reallv setting
pretty old and really needed a vacation. Mrs. Hollinshead keeps
the spirits from falling overboard.
Girl—Yes. sir. there was many a girl at W. B. that Dr. Hollins-
head helped out.—myself for one. And is Miss McFadden still
helping him?
Virgil—Part of the time she helps him steer the boat and the
rest she searches with Miss Hollinger among the rocks for new species
of fauna.
theGirl—How funny, Virgil! Both sides of that boat
same color!
Virgil—Well, you see. Mrs. Plunkett and Miss Gordon couldn't
agree on the color scheme, so Mrs. Plunkett made her side maroon
and mauve and Miss Gordon made hers henna and cerise.
(Thev see something languidly- floating by on the river.)
Girl—You don't need to tell me who that is—Miss Maxwell or
Virgil—Right you are. And by the wav did I mention that Miss
Scruggs has taken up the psychology of ghosts and Miss Gilkeson
is trying to explain the "significance" of such a study.
Girl— I'll declare—back to their old tricks.
Virgil—You ought to have seen what I saw the other day—a real
sure enough Rose Garden, Mr. & Mrs. Rose and two little Rose buds.
And speaking of those temperemental music teachers of your:
Giri —What is Signor doing~J
Virgil—He is compiling a fine collection of tea-pots of the r
I don't know just what he expects to do with them but then -
(Virgil points to a group about to enter the boat.)
Virgil -See those spirits there, getting into the boat?
they look and tha ith heGirl—Yes. how illusi.iuus u.c. ™» »..u l„„l ..
bent on the ground and her hands behind her
—
Virgil—That one there is Miss Rhea. Then those two just be-
hind her—they're Miss Ransom and Miss Brooke. If you'll notice
the title of the book they're memorizing you'll see that it is Dante's
"Inferno" in the original. I belieye this is the fifth volume they've
done. Then comes Miss Fields still rampant on woman suffrage—
and Miss Shapard bringing up the rear because she stops and asks
everyone what kind of a mind he has!
(The girl gives a cry and starts forward)
Girl -Oh Virgil, there's Mme. Graziani poised ready to dive into
the river! (Sighs in relief.) Oh thank goodness. Mr. Meade has
rescued her. Itsurely was a good thing he could walk thewayhedid.
Virgil -That all comes because of Margaret Morrison again.
She has been urging the spirits to swim the river rather than wait
for the ferry.
Girl -(Peering off) Do I recognize that spirit way up there on
> I bet that's Miss Townsend.
s. Let's hope her perch doesn't
that rock over looking th
She always had "high
collapse this time.
Virgil -Maybe the
"landing of the Pilgri.
idea out for future use
at with it's passengers reminds her of the
I do believe she's working the whole
there is Miss Middleton giving the passen-
gers
ril—No. there are a few yet. But. then, come to think of it.
lave already crossed the river and gone on. Your French
s went half an age ago. They had to take them separately
uld understand them.
(He ponders)
Oh. yes.—in that boat were Dr. and Mrs. Whitson still talking on
e modern girl, with Dr. Johnson keeping the peace. Then Miss
Thatch went in that load so she could see that everyone else had
ght. and Miss C:
been really
gotten into the boat all ri
cing at a great rate. W
Girl—And didn't you say Miss Clements went o
Virgil —Yes. and her typewriter, adding machi
nearly put an end to the trip.
(Girl sees figure on opposite shore.)
Girl -Who's that tripping along so joyously. Vi
Virgil—That's Miss Leavell. She is happy nov
prophesy the future of the world. Hear that music
Girl—Yes. it sounds familiar.
Virgil—That's Miss Kirkham and Miss Boye
Sloan in the "Gloria" while Mr. Henkel plays vi
favorite horn.
Girl—Makes me almost think I was back at scho<
:be
;nted for
leading Mi:
Girl—Well. I guess I ha
-Well, you old
-that's the lim
Oh shucks! H.
the faculty. I wonder
—
Scene II.
:razy—wake up It's bad enough for you
tomorrow, but when you start making
th
stly I ' ; having the i
We Nominate for the Hall of Fame
Ah Oui, because he is the biggest snob on the campus, because he is always the first one to
welcome? our "dates," because he is Miss Morrison's favorite, and because he has more privileges
than any of the other members of Ward-Belmont s menagerie.
Miss Morrison and Miss Sisson, because they are our esteemed instructors in hop-scotch,
hide-and-go-seek, and tiddle-dee-winks; because the former is our official walking bulletin board, and
also the W-B chief of police; because the latter is our true friend and advisor in all matters concerning
food, posture, eyelashes, and freckles,—in fact everything from teeth to heels, and also because she
serves both as a stop-cock and safety-valve on length of skirts, make of shoes, and extraordmanly
pink complexions. And finally, we believe that they deserve this place of honor because they
"practice v hat they preach.''
Our Watchman, because he is our idea of a "long drink of water," because he is the only
person we have found who does'nt want his picture in the annual, because he fears women more than
all the criminals put to-gether, and because he has, in our estimation,—the easiest job in the world.
(The monitors do the dirty work).
Mrs. Shepherd, because she operates one of the most popular institutions on the campus,
because we have it from a reliable source that she says "plain or nut?" in her sleep; because, she is the
only one who can get prompt service from Odelle or Baxter, because her chicken salad is a "knock-
out," and because her fresh strawberry sundaes run in strong competition to charity funds.
William, because his patience is inexhaustible, because he plays the triple role of postman,
butler and bell ringer, because of his ability to "shoo" our dates home, and because he is always wel-
come, it matters not to which dormitory he goes,—just so he brings a telegram from "him.''
A B C's of W-B
t
A ttractive -The Toler tons
~"W 15 eautiful -Stella Key
C lever-—Lyda Kenney
I) aintv—Ruby Wooten
E NTHUSlASTrc—Martha Wil
F rivolous —Telside Pratt
C. raceful—Katherine Urschel
II auchty -Marcella Holbrook
I nteresting—Martha Cole
f
.1 azzv -Fannie Julia Phelp
K ind -Juanita Wil
I. IKABLE Louh
M usical -Inez Adr
N 1FTY—Katherine Ir
O ricinal—Vorhis Hughes
St
a
S tylish—Sara Mur
T ailored -Isabel Westney
V nusual —Anne Lo
V ivacious—Geraldine French
^F W ITTY—Ruth Kenda
\*>
4
£
Q uaint—Rosa Caldv
R esourceful—F'orine Ashcroft
X clusive—Helen Campbell
Y outhful—Dorothy So
^V X ealous—Katherine Thompson
Ensemble-Alex M.
\ <**


'The Pershing Breakfast"
"The above is the name most generally given to that momentous event in the history of Ward-
Belmont and in the lives of all the girls attending that institution during the year 1921-22. Then too,
this occasion was a momentous one in the life of others than the students and faculty,—it was an
occasion long remembered and highly regarded by General Pershing and his staff." These were the
words spoken many years later by one who had been honored at this breakfast years before. He went
on.
"How well I remember driving through the beautiful campus, and, alighting before a large
brick building, artistically constructed, and wonderfully in harmony with the back-ground of foliage.
But the most attractive sight of all was that of the lines of girls, all dressed in white, which bordered
the walk to the main building. Up this walk we passed and were saluted by the girls, who then
marched into the dining room and were standing there when we entered. Some one struck a chord
on the piano and the girls sent forth this rousing song, composed, I afterwards learned, by one of
themselves. It was sung to the tune of "Good Morning, Mr. Zip, Zip, Zip," and went something
like this:
-Good morning, Mr. Jack Black Jack.
With your officers all looking fine. Good morning. Mr. Black Jack.
We're glad to have you With us nt Ani you hungry, well i t's breakfast.
At this, our breakfast lime. Ar,z you hungry, well i I's breakfast.
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust. An i you hungry, well i t's breakfast time."
If hard tack didn't get you. then ilur biscuits must.
How pleased we all were, especially the general. His eyes filled with tears of gratitude and he
said with evident feeling, "This is the greatest honor that could be bestowed on any man." We then
partook of a tempting breakfast which made us feel that any boasting about southern cooks or cookery
was absolutely justifiable. A tableau was presented in which six girls marched through the two large
dining rooms which were decorated with flowers and red, white and blue streamers, each girl carrying
a flag of one of the allied nations. Another feature of the breakfast program was a whistling solo by
one of the girls, which could not have been better. As soon as this was finished three girls, daughters
of high officers in the army, presented Pershing with a Ward-Belmont pin. They told him that they
had come to capture him; but in his excellent speech which followed the presentation of the pin, he
answered that he had been both captured and captivated.
"We were sorry to leave this place which seemed so filled with the spirit of youth and song, but
other engagements took us away. Perhaps some day I shall be able to return to Ward-Belmont and
enjoy again the hospitality of that institution."
ay
WOMAN—THE MOTOR
{They are just alike)
She's probably a self-starter
,
Even tho' she does have a crank..
She may be moody but she's usually there.
When it comes to carrying the load over the hill.
She's sometimes a homebreaker.
And sometimes a bankrupter.
But more often she's a joy maker.
She never blows her own horn.
And despite opinions to the contrary.
She uses a fan for other purposes than flirting.
She hates life's jolts and rough spots.
She may not be the very latest model
Hers may not be a beautiful design.
But she's the little motor that will drive stra
garage of some good man's heart.
And, the world just can't Speed along without Her!'
THE OLD FAMILIAR FACES
(Many Apologies to Chas. Lamb.)
"I have had room-mates. I have had companions.
In my days of girl's school, in my joyful schoolday
All. all are gone, the old familiar faces.
There we had laughing, there we had studying.
Cramming late, feasting late, with our bosom crc
All. all are gone, the old familiar faces.
I had a crush once, fairest among women;
She too. has left me. I can not see her;
All. all are gone, the old familia r faces.
I have had teachers, kinder friends had no one.
Like an ingrate, I left my friends abruptly;
All. all are gone, the old familiar faces
Roomies of my bosom—thou more than a sister
Why do you not live in my father's dwelling?
So might we talk of the old familiar faces—
Now some have flunked, and some they have gradu;
But all are taken from me: all are departed;
All. all are gone, the old familiar faces.
As the goat said whe
"That's food for refle
rl's comple i perfe
"Geu
brought i
j picture this?" said Marty to Mr. Thu
; to be photographed for the milestones
"Why didn't you
"I never received it."
'•Oh'you didn't?"
"No. and besides I didn't like
my letter?'
; of the things you said i
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ADVERLlSf
STANDARD MUSIC COMPANY
(Arcade Music Shop)
Anything in Sheet Music
For Music Teacher, Music Student and Music Lover
Headquarters for the Late Musical Comedy
and Popular Hits
Phone Main 2886 29 ARCADE Nashville, Tenn.
M. C. JENSEN
C. N. ROLFE
J. H. JECK
W. W. BENZ
Where Quality is Higher than Price
WE SPECIALIZE ON
School Pins, Invitations, Cards and Medals
WHERE STUDENTS
FIND A FRIENDLY
ATMOSPHERE
HERE IS A STORE THAT YOU ALWAYS
EXJOY, OXE THAT INVITES YOU
AXD MAKES YOU FEEL THAT
YOU WANT TO VISITAGAIN
FOR 48 YEARS, WE HAVE SUPPLIED THE
XEEDS OF COLLEGE GIRLS
STYLES THA T ARE ALWA YS SEASOXABLE
AT PRICES THAT ARE EVER
REASOXABLE
YOU'LL FIND WHAT YOU WANT
AT LEBECK'S
*jgbeck Tftroih
AN INSTITUTION OF SERVICE 48 YEARS
WHITE'S
Nashville's Trunk
and Leather Goods Store
609 CHURCH STREET
BOOKS
MAGAZINES
STATIONERY
PRESBYTERIAN BOOK STORE
711 CHURCH STREET
MAIN 2686
[/J
/f TAKE THIS
opportunity to extend to all
the graduates at Ward-Bel-
mont our sincere wishes for
their future happiness; and to
all our friends at the College
many thanks for their interest
in our welfare.
R. M. MILLS' BOOK STORES
All Photographs Used in This Publication Exepting Amateur Snapshots Were Made by Us
>.»Eog»g»g~g~lE~g»grWBSlBCTB7^
A.J.THUSS
Photographer
230 4 r-h AvE..N. Nashville.Tenn
N«J1 ^fr^^W^^^*,^
C T. Cheek & Sons
Wholesale
Groceries
' r-~mrr,\SLf
No. 1 CUMMINS STATION
Wrtgijt 2iros. & <Eitrm>r
HJ a 1 1 }9 a p e r
fjirtutr Jfrnmcs
303 FIFTH AVENUE. NORTH
Hemlock 954
Mdntyre FloralCo,
HIGH GRADE
Cut Flowers and Plants
Wedding Decorali,
1502 BROADWAY
Floral Designs
NASHVILLE. TENN.
SHOES
AND HOSIERY
SOCKET FIT
ARCH AND HEEL
SURGICAL SHOE
PREVENTS
FALLING OF
ARCHES
CORNS
CALLOUSES
BUNIONS
Kuhn-Cooper.Geary Co.
215 FIFTH AVE.. N.
HEADQUARTERS for
SPORTING GOODS
We restring Tennis Rackets on
One Day's notice
KEITH,SIMMONS&CO.
412-414 UNION STREET
WM. LITTERER, Ph. C, M. D.
SAYS:
"»j Iicailuu appioOc tue
metno3a emptoued mi lue «. H.ci-
mitaae .iaunOiij Co. aj neina
notciuinui Aanita-tu iti eOctti
We could write pages
about the methods used
in Hermitage Laundry
and fail to say what prof.
Litterer has made so
plain in such few words.
We can only add that
our service of delivery—
our courtesy, etc.—is on the same high plane as the sanitary
and modern methods of laundering employed inside our plant.
Hermitage LaundryUptown Offices
405 Union Street t
171 8th Ave. N. "The Home of Complete Sanitation"
N. P. 1-eSueur, President Sam S. Woolwine. General Manager
Plant
116 118 Fifth Avenue. S.
Main 4932-3-4
CONSTANT
VALUE GIVING
IS OUR CREED
AND THOUSANDS OF THOUGHTFUL SHOPPERS
MAKE THIS STORE A SERVICE STATION
OF WORTH WHILE SAVINGS
WHILE SHOPPING IN NASHVILLE TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF THE SPLENDID
INDUCEMEN WE CONTINUALLY
OFFER
LEADERS IN
DRY GOODS, READY-TO-WEAR
MILLINERY. FURNITURE
RUGS AND DRAPERIES
THE FASTEST GROWING DEPARTMENT STORE IN NASHVILLE
"THE STORE THAT ALWAYS HAS WHAT IT ADVERTISES
"
FIFTH AVENUE AND CHURCH STREET
Herb rick & Lawrence
Plumbers and Electricians
CALL AND SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF
Artistic Electric Chandeliers. Lamps. Heating
Pads. Thermolytes. Chafing Dishes. Irons. Grills.
Percolators. Curling Irons. Toasters, etc. Artistic
Statuary. Marble and Bronze. All kinds of
Supplies.
We make a Specialty of Repairing
607 CHURCH STREET NASHVILLE. TENN.
AMBROSE PRINTING CO.
OWNING AND OPERATING
DAVIE PRINTING CO.
Paper Novelties, Decorations, Die
Stamped Stationery, Visiting Cards,
Dance Programs and Place Cards.
RETAIL STORE AND OFFICE
239 FOURTH AVE., N.
MANUFACTURING PLANT
303-5 CHURCH ST.
GOOD TO THE LAST DROP
Maxwell House
IS NOW THE LARGEST SELLING
HIGH GRADE COFFEE
IN THE WORLD
Ckeel-s-Neal Coffee Co.
TOv ^777
YOU ARE WELCOME AT
"LOVEMAN'S"
THE STORE OF 60 YEARS SATISFACTORY SERVICE
OUR WELCOME TO YOU
BEGINS A T THE FRONT DOOR
RUNS THROUGH EVERY SECTION
ON EVERY FLOOR
AND LASTS ALL THE YEAR ROUND
EVERYTHING FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN
FROM THE TOE OF YOUR SLIM SILKEN STOCKING
TO THE CROWN OF YOUR "SMART" LITTLE HEAD
BETTY WALES DRESSES
REV1LLON FRERES FURS
NEMSER GOWNS
— ii - m—ii—
>
F. G. Lowe & Co.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
Largest Receivers and
Shippers of Foreign and Domestic
Fruits -a Vegetables
Early Southern Vegetables a Specialty. We carry
on hand from season to season a larger
stock of high grade Apples than
any house in the South.
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS
FOR APPLES THE
KING of FRUITS
" Eat an Apple a day and t(ecp the Doctor away.'
LADIES' SPORT AND
WHITE OXFORDS
SEVERAL STYLES TO SELECT FROM
SMOKE HORSE WITH BROWS CALFSKIN TRIMMINGS
PEARL ELK 11777/ BLACK TRIMMINGS
FELL RUBBER SOLE 11777/ THE NEW SPRING HEEL
OTHER PATTERNS IN WHITE POPLIN WITH GREEN
A.XP RED LEATHER TRIMMINGS
217 FIFTH AVE., N. NASHVILLE
ElNDICOTTJOHNSON
The B. H. Stief Jewelry Co.
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
SILVERSMITHS
STATIONERS
OPTICIANS
JEWELERS
STIEF'S CORNER
CHURCH ST.. CAPITOL BOULEVARD
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
THE
M.I. Lusky Jewelry Co.
SUCCESSORS TO
BERNSTEIN CO.
EXTENDS YOU A CORDIAL WELCOME
IN THEIR STORE
ALWAYS SHOWING A BEAUTIFUL LINE
OF NOVELTIES, JEWELRY
AND SILVERWARE
CLASS PINS AND RINGS {A SPECIALTY)
£12 CHURCH ST.
SATSUMA TEA ROOM
LUNCHEON AND DINNER
TABLES RESERVED ON REQUEST
AND SPECIAL ATTENTION
GIVEN TO PARTIES
M. 940
The Souths Style Center
iS^tfM^Iosti*
for
Everything Ready-to-Wear
Remember Always!
When you want a Book—of
any kind—Fine Stationery
—
A Fountain Pen—A Gift
Book—or a Bible—Prayer
Book—or Hymn Book—or
Sunday School Supplies of
all kinds that are up-to-the
minute : : : : : : : : : :
That You -
Can get them from us at the
LOWEST possible PRICE
and PROMPTLY
Smith & Lamar
Nashville, Tenn. Dallas, Texas Richmond, Va.
WHY YOU GET BETTER PICTURES
WHEN WE FINISH YOUR
KODAK WORK
A Laboratory where we finish
KODAK WORK EXCLUSIVELY
Wc give our entire attention to this one branch of
photography, doing nothing else whatsoever, and are equip-
ped to better maintain the high standard that we have
set for Quality.
Our prices are the same today as they were before the
war. When the prices of material advanced instead of
advancing our prices we found more efficient methods
of production, therefore not only giving you better pictures
but work at the old prices.
By running our Laboratories day and night we are
able to finish any order, no matter how large or small,
the day after we receive it. Mai! orders finished in twenty-
four hours.
Southern Photographic Laboratories
717 Second Ave., So.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
Wm. Holbrook
DRE. MAIN 7-16
J. W. McClellan
.iain 247
Eggs, Country Meat, Sugar
Cured Hams and Bacon
Holbrook & McClellan
Nashville, Tennessee
The Butter and Poultry
: : People : :
Stall. 64 Market Hoi Store 521 Broad Stre
m LUBRIKO
DIFFERENTIAL and
TRANSM ISSION
GEARS for AUTO-
MOBILES. TRUCKS
and TRACTORS.
k 5.000 miles and it will run
get cheaper Lubri
not chill under 25 degrees
CASSETTY OIL & GREASE CO. DUtribua
NASHVILLE. TENN.
5 1b. Can 10 lb. Can 25 lb. Can 50 lb. Ca
100 lb. Kegs 200 lb. i, Bbls. 400 1b. Bbls.
^DRESSES ^=COATS = ^MILLINER". ^BLOUSES ART NEEDLE WORK=
"Nashville's Smartest Shop" "House of Courtesy"
THE REASONS
V ^^^O / Fifth Aoenue Garmenl Store \~3
ARE ALWAYS BUSY
"Newest Styles'
"Best Workmanship"
"Finest Quality"
=FUR5= SKIRTS SILK UNDERWEAR CORSETS— : N EGLI G EES=^= HOSI ER Y—
Compliments of
Foster & Parkes Co.
Fine Stationery
a„j
Society Engraving
GAS
THE FAVORITE FUEL IS READY
TO BE TURNED ON AND USED
AS YOU TURN ON A LIGHT
COOK, HEAT WATER. LIGHT AND HEAT WITH
GAS—A CONVENIENCE WITHIN REACH OF ALL.
Nashville Gas & Heating
Company
OFFICE AND PALES ROOMS
226-8 SIXTH AVE., NORTH
CALL FOR IT BY NAME
tff
ICE CREAM
SERVED AT COLLEGE
FLOWERS * FLOWERS
FOR JOYS OR SORROWS
HEARTS ARE EASED
AXGER APPEASED
AND ALL THROUGH THE
AID OF FLOWERS
•SAY IT WITH FLOWERS'
JOY FLORAL CO.
NASHVILLE
EVENING AND WEDDING GOWNS
STREET AND TAILORED SUITS
CORSETS, PLAITING
IMPORTED NOVELTIES AND
DRESS GOODS, BOTTONS
HEMSTITCHING
ART NEEDLEWORK AND SUPPLIES
Mrs. L. A. TUCKER
MODISTE
200' i CAPITOL BOULEVARD NASHVILLE TENN.
"TtfeBesfP/ace/oStop. fifter/?//'
Church Street Seventh Avenue Capitol Boulevard
Where the Girls of Ward-Belmont are always Welcome
IF
You want first-class MEAT
you can rest assured
that we have it
Alex Warner & Son
Stall 17 Market House
Phone us when you Want it again
Telephone Main M. D. Anderson
617
fior
Oysters, Fish, Game
and Poultry
ANDERSON
FISH AND OYSTER CO.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
320-322 Fourth Avenue, N.. Nashville, Tenn.
P.O.Box 122
St. Bernard
Mining Company
IN< ORI'ORATI-.I)
JAMES R. LOVE. Manager
Coal
and
CoJ^e
}}-35 ARCADE NASHVILLE. TENN.
THOMPSON & CO.
FIFTH AVENUE, NASHVILLE TENN.
THE NEWEST SILKS, WHITE AND
COLORED GOODS IN PLAIN AND
EMBROIDERED STYLES
WHITE MULLS, CAMBRICS,
BATISTS AND LINENS
SILK HOSE A SPECIALTY
CORSET FITTING A SPECIALTY HERE
Young Women's Footwear
Of Every Kind
HOSIERY TO MATCH
ALL SHADES OF SLIPPERS
MEAD O RS
408 Union Street Nashville, Tennessee
ONE PRICE NO COMMISSION
STEINWAY PIANOS
BABY GRANDS AND UPRIGHTS
A. B. CHASE PIANOS
BABY GRANDS AND UPRIGHTS
PIANOLA PIANOS
THE WONDERFUL DUO ART
REPRODUCING INSTRUMENTS
VICTOR VICTROLAS
AND RECORDS
O. K. HOUCK PIANO CO.
219 4th AVENUE. N.
NASHVILLE MEMPHIS LITTLE ROCK
Always
for
Something Good to Eat
CALL
Jack Walters & Son
Mair
( 1361
]45ll
( 5962
CITY MARKET
Importers, Originators and Creators of
Exquisite
Millinery
AUTHENTIC HATS
Receptions, Dinners, Dances and all
Social Activities—They're the Uni-
versal Choice of the Critical.
HermitageHardware Co.
309 Third Avenue, North
Phone Main 39
SPLENDID CUTLERY
WRIGHT & DITSON'S TENNIS GOODS
SPORTING GOODS AND
BATHING SUITS
Best Factory Brand of Everything in Our Line
BaircLWard Printing Company
Specializing in
Publications :: Catalogs :: Booklets
150-152-154 Fourth Avenue, North
Nashville, Tenn.
WARD-BELMONT'S FAVORITE CANDY
Made Daily in a Sanitary Candy Kitchen for a
Discriminating Patronage
Mail Orders Filled the Same Day as Received
323 UNION ST. NASHVILLE, TENN.
THE BEST $25.00 MATTRESS IN THE WORLD
MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY
Nashville Spring & Mattress Co.
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
Consumers
Water Co.
INCORPORATED
Distributors of
Howe's Distilled Water
and
Lockeland Spring Water
Phone Main 929
Office: 909 Commerce Street
Ladies' Sporting Goods and Accessories
Nashville's Leading Clothiers Since 1843
*®gm
416-422 Church Street
Neil to Maxell House
SAFE MILK
PURE MILK
CLEAN MILK
QUALITY MILK
WHOLESOME MILK
$%UT&-®Ute
PRODUCTS AWARDED
FOUR PREMIUMS
TENNESSEE STATE FAIR
Nashville Pure Milk Company
FOURTEENTH AND CHURCH ST.
FIFTEEN TELEPHONES H. 346-347
H. J. GRIMES & CO.
The Store that Saves You Money on all Purchases of
READY-TO-WEAR
CARPETS AND FINE IRISH LINENS
AND ALL KINDS OF FINE
DRY GOODS
215 PUBLIC SQUARE, NASHVILLE, TENN.
Craig & Shofner Hdw. Co.
HARDWARE
ROOFING AND FENCING
306-8 Second Ave.. N. Phones: Main 311-519
NASHVILLE
Where
Styles are Best
All America Shoe Store
220 5th AVE.. NORTH NASHVILLE. TENN.
formerly CUPTONS
New Sport Oxfords
Y OU are cordially invited to visit our APPLIANCEDEPARTMENT and inspect our complete line of
ELECTRIC
CURLING IRONS
TOASTERS
GRILLS
BOUDOIR LAMPS
BOUDOIR SETS
You are as Welcome when you come to "look'' os
when you come to buy.
Nashville Railway
& Light Co.
LANIER BROS.
WHOLESALE
Cotton Seed Products
V Mill Feeds V
CHOICEST OF CUT FLOWERS AT ALL SEASONS
"Say it With Flowers'
Geny Brothers
Leading Florists
Remember Us When You Need That
Corsage Bouquet
212 Fifth Avenue Phones Main 912-913
Schumacher Studio
215% 5th AVENUE, N.
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
THE ABOVE ADDRESS
A GENTLE REMINDER
YOUNG LADIES HAVING
HAD CAMERA PORTRAITS
made by SCHUMACHER
MAY AT ANY TIME IN YEARS
TO COME WRITE US
YOUR NEGATIVES ARE
ALWAYS ON FILE THE
COST IS INSIGNIFICANT
Warner Drug Company
COTY'S
HOUBIGANTS
MELBA
HUDNUT'S
DJER KISS
PIVER'S
ROGER and GALLETS
RIMMEL'S
DORINS
COLGATE'S
PINAUD'S
and others
Nashville, Tennessee
506 Church Street 401 Public Square
5th Avenue and Arcade
— Telephones —
Main 52 and 53 Main 473 and 483
Main 4921
NUNNALLY'S CANDIES
ALWAYS FRESH
SODAS AND
ICES
Drugs Prescriptions
TOILET GOODS
Sundries
Timothy's
on Third Avenue near the Square
— sell-
Carpets, Curtains and Rugs
and are headquarters for
Silks and Suits
TEN-E-C BRANDS
BISCUIT
CAKES
CRACKERS
CANDY
-if -jf
Tennessee Biscuit Co.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
"The Strongest Fire Insurance Agency in
Nashville"
Davis Bradford & Co.
Insurance
Established 1867
American National Bank Nashville, Tenn.
HOTEL HERMITAGE
R. E. Hyde. Manager
NASHVILLE'S SOCIAL CENTER
Fire Proof
European
$2.00 Per Day and Up
"It's Easy to Paint With Eason s Paint''
EASON-MORGAN
COMPANY
THE HOUSE OF SUPREME QUALITY
Distributor, for Jotbir, of
The Chicago Varnish Co s Class, Brushes and Paint-
Products ers' Supplies
312 2d Ave., North : NASHVILLE, TENN.
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